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The era ofrigid, ball-and-stick modeling ofchemical compounds' three-dimensional
structure has been laid to rest by the advent ofthe small computer. Several computers
can be electronically linked to solve complex computing problems generated by the
variety ofshapes that molecules can assume.
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A plant ex trac t used as an aboriginal arrow poi son was
a key clue for sol ving the mystery of how convul s io ns
happen. Using a computer, scientists projected the
poison molecul e's three-dimensional shape o nto a
vid eo sc reen , elec tro nically join ing it to it s receptor
on the su rfaceofa brain cell.
6

Mapping the Beal

Surgery to correc t abnormal hea rt rhythm s has
e ntered the e lectro nic age. Ventricular tac hycardia no
longe r is the harbin ger of early death, thank s to a
unique system that pinpoints so urces of errant beats.
Fau lty neural pathways ca n be di stinguished, then
surgic ally destroyed, with the aid of a computer.

Cheryl Unga r

Circulation
Barbara Heb rank

On Tlw Cow',,:
Elec tronic models of molecules enable
c hemi sts to more acc uratel y predic t
potenti ally importa nt biological inter
actions. Here, the co mpute r vide o
screen shows a colo r di sp lay of a com
pound under study. To in vest igate inter
ac tions betwee n that molecul e and other
structUiTS. th e e lec tronic image can be
manip ulated wi th th e co mputer's joy
stick, thus bypassing traditional bench
re search.

Wh('11 ('ear Strikes
Panic disorder disables milli ons of Americ an adults.
But th anks to a radiolog ical study performed at the
Schoo l of Medicine, the neurol ogica l basis of this
disorder has been un cove red. And with the correc t
med ication s, these attack s ca n be qu elled .

New l~vi~t tor Ihe W"isl

Aerospace techn ology ca n create three-d imensiona l
images of the wrist which can, in turn , be used as a
template for man ufacturing a prosthe sis. And the
so ftware de sc ribing the movement of wri st bones will
add to our und ers tanding of the dynami cs of this joint.
Thi s knowledge ca n help prevent and trea t wrist injury.
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Ho urs spent in grue ling stu dy sessions and in the lab
still comprise a major part of the life of a first-year
stud ent. But today's students are in some ways a di f
ferent breed compared with their counterparts of an
earl ier era .
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BY SUZANNE HAGAN
plant extract, used by aborigines
to coat their arrows with a curare
Jike substance, has helped to pav e
the way for rational design of pharmaceu
tically valuable drugs. In the process, the
traditional methods of drug discovery
trial and error, or serendipity - have
given way to the era of computer
designed drugs.
Picrotoxin, the ancient arrow poison
that launched a research effort at the
School of Medicine to develop a better
drug for the treatment of epilepsy, is a
product of plants in the Menispennaceae
family. These plants, whose romantic
sounding name - "moonseed" - belies
their deadly properties, are more com
monly found in the tropics than in temper
ate c Ii mates.
Picrotoxin's "sibling" is a naturally
occurring substance , a neurotransmitter
that suppresses stimulation of brain cells.
The chemical kinship between picrotoxin
and its natural counterpart causes brain
ce.lls to embrace the moonseed mimic,
with deadly results.
Convulsion-causing picrotoxin might
seem to be an unusual starting place from
which to launch a search for an anti
epileptic drug. But as the molecule's
three-dimen sional structure was pieced
together - and that of the site to which it

A

By developing" nl0lecu
lar models tllat can be
manipulated on tlle
video screen ofa
computer terlninal,
scientists can quickly
predict the likelihood
ofagood "'fit" between
new d,.ug-s and their
receptors.
2

binds on the nerve cell's surface - thi s
paradox began to make sense.
Epilepsy, a disease affecting more than
four million Americans, is a disturbance
in the brain 's normal electrical activity.
Scientists bel ieve that if they can learn
more about the architecture of the brain
cells' surfaces - and especially, that
specific area of the celJ surface to which
neurotran smitters attach - then they can
design better drugs for neurological di s
eases, including epilepsy. Picrotoxin's
similarity to a natural brain substance
causes brain cells to recognize the poison
ous imposter. But if a chemical could be
designed that is simi lar enough to picro
toxin that brain cells accept it , but dissimi
lar enough S0 that it blocks - rather than
causes - a convulsion, then thi s might
be a valuable new tool in the armamen
tarium of anti-epilepsy drugs.
Ironically, there are many types of
drugs effective against the various forms
of epilepsy, but how these drugs work is
still a mystery, for the most part. And it 's
impossible to scientifically desi gn drugs
to do a specific job un.less the architecture
of the part of the cell membrane to which
the drug attaches - its receptor - is
known. [n a scientific version of the
"chicken-or-the-egg" conundrum, cellular
architecture is inferred by looking at the

~

Douglas Covey (left) and Garland Marshall have set aside ball-and-stick models of
chemical compounds in favor of electronic images . More precise predictions are
possible when the computer is llsed to construct molecuLar modeLs and simulate
molecular interactions.
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drug th at " fits" a certain area on a cell's
surface - " Like designing a hand by
look in g at the shape of a glove," says
Garland Marshall, Ph. D., professor of
biological chemistry. "We are really try
ing to be three-dimensional code break
ers. Each drug represents an example of a
message we're trying to decode. Then you
ca n use th at code as a pattern and com
pare the differences in drug structure with
their potency."
Marshall, who is also professor of
physiology and biophysics, designs the

co mputer programs (software) th at are
used to deduce the structure of "biological
hand s" - the receptors on a ce ll mem
brane. Once the hand's struct ure has been
deduced (by analyzing the three-dimen
sional shape of its "glove" - the drug
that bind s to it) , it can be used to design
the structure of new, better-fitting gloves
- chemical s likely to bind even more
closely than the nat ural glove.
"What we're doing is molecular recog
nition - how one molec ul e looks to
another," says Marshall - a so rt of no-

test-tube chemistry. By developing
molecular models that can be manipulated
on the video screen of a computer termi
nal, Marshall can quickly predict the
likelihood ofa good "fit" between new
drugs and their receptors.
The era of rigid, ball-and-stick model
in g of chem ical compounds' three-dimen
sional structure has been laid to rest by
the adven t of the small computer, and
especia ll y, by the ability to link severa l
computers to so lve complex computing
problems generated by the infinite num

3

ber of shapes that flexible molecules (or
large molecules) can assume.
"One of the things I've learned," muses
Marshall, "is that physical chemistry is
not nearly as complete as I naively be
lieved as a student. The complexity of
biological systems is such that there are
many things that are dimly understood.
It's only by trying to model something on
a molecular level that you have to come
to grips with these phenomena. You have

Scientists believe that
iithey Cnn learn more
about the architecture
oj'brain cells' surJ'aces
- and especially that
specific ;'}J'e;l oJ'the ceIJ
sU11'ace to which neuro
transnlitters attach
then they can design
better drugs for treating
neurological diseases,
to stop waving your hands over them and
saying, 'Of course, it's a hydrophobic
interaction.' "
And in the course of constructing
molecular models, Marshall can save tra
ditional chemists months or years of
wasted time by being able to accurately
predict what will work - and what
won't. This is how he made a believer out
of his colleague Douglas Covey, Ph. D.,
associate professor of pharmacology,
some years ago.
Now an enthusiastic convert to elec
tronic chemistry, Covey agreed to help
William Klunk, a former student with a
background in chemistry, develop a new
pharmaceutical drug for the treatment of
epilepsy. Although currently available

4

drugs provide substantial benefit in the
treatment of epilepsy, some are effective
against only certain types of seizures.
Others with a broader spectrum of anti
convulsive activity have undesirable side
effects. Thus, more specific drugs are
needed for improved med ical treatment
of epilepsy.
Klunk knew that one set of drugs,
whose structure resembles picrotoxin,
looked promising as a starting point: By
adding chemical sidechains to the drugs'
"skeleton," he might be able to come up
with a derivative that would block convul
sions more effectively than any of the cur
rently used drugs.
With a system developed by Marshall,
and the pharmacological ex pertise of
Covey, Klunk (who last May, earned an
M.D'/Ph.D.) succeeded in making a new
drug that was very effective in blocking
convulsions in animals.
James Ferrendelli, M. D., professor
of pharmacology and neurology, was
Klunk's thesis advisor. Ferrendelli sum
marizes the technique's effectiveness:
"You can look at a drawing of a molecule
on paper, but that tells you nothing about
how it behaves. And with so many poten
tial compounds to test, it's too difficult
and time-consuming to process by human
inspection." Thus, the computer adds the
speed and precision missing from tradi
tional drug discovery, testing, and devel
opment of analogues - the "me-toos" 
that are such an economic incenti ve in
drug companies' efforts to market newer,
better drugs.
Until picrotox in was stud ied by
molecular modeling, the structure of its
biological receptor - which is near the
receptor for GABA, an important inhibi
tory brain neurotransmitter - was un
known. Pharmacologist Covey teamed
with biophysicist Marshall and student
Klunk to discover that this important re
ceptor was next to a chloride channel
in the cell membrane. If a drug binds
to this receptor and simultaneously
blocks the chloride channel, it produces
a con vulsion. However, if the drug's
structure allows it to bind to the
receptor without blocking the chloride
channel, the drug prevents convulsions.

Without computer modeling, it is unlikely
that this quirk in molecular architecture
would ever have been recognized.
But developing an economically via
ble, new drug for epilepsy treatment
wasn't the sole raison d'elre of these ef
forts. And it wasn't meant to be. "We
were somewhat nai ve," remembers
Klunk's adviser Ferrendelli, Seay Profes
sor of Cl inical Neuropharmacology. "We
published the news without patenting this
drug. However, there is no reason to think
that it might have been a better drug than

• I

James Ferrendelli, M.D., supervised research that led to the design and testing ofa
new drug that successfully stopped convulsions. The drug's design and effectiveness
were predicted by computer. Computers add speed and precision to the traditional
method of drug discovery - trial-and-error.
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some of those currently available. al
though it's possible that it might have
been."
Developing new drugs is really the pre
roga tive of industry, say Ferrendelli,
Covey and Marshall. But they point out
th at developing the molecular models that
will stimulate new drug design is really
the province of the pure scientist. And it's
in the academic area where this is most
likely to happen .
" It 's really unlikely that one person
would have the bioche mical and mathe

mati cal background to be ab le to design
new drugs," reflects Rich ard Damm
koehler, Ph.D. D ammkoeh ler, professor
of computer science, co-developed the
computer modeling system Marshall
uses to create the programs th at enable
Covey and other pharmaco log ists to de
velop new drugs. Dammkoeh .ler was able
to show Marshall better mathematical
methods for calculating how flexible
molecules like peptides (small proteins)
could interact with their receptors. In
turn , Dammkoehler had to learn some

thing about the appl ication of his methods
- how substances interact in biological
systems. This cross-ca mpu s, cross
disciplinary fertilization of ideas and
knowled ge has been a part of the birth of
the e lectronic era of drug design. Inter
ac tions between chemica ls and their bio
logical receptors that have been predicted
to work, based on co mputer models, have
worked; those th at have been predicted
to not work, have n't.
In the future , other traditionall y known
drugs like picrotoxin will enter the age of
electronics. Using computer graphics to
project the three-d imensional structure of
a pharmacologically active substance will
enable researchers to deduce the structure
of th e drug's receptor. This new knowl
edge can then be used to selectively con
struc t drugs that are more effective and
safer to use.
For example, Covey has succeeded in
designing a "suicide inhibitor" - a self
destructing precursor - for estrogen.
Thu s, estrogen-dependent tumors will be
starved selectively, while normal cells are
unharmed. Animal tests of this substa~ce,
recently studied by computer design, are
being conducted by David Puett and
Steven Zimniski, endocrinologists at the
Univers ity of Miami (Florida). If this new
drug can stop the growth of estrogen
dependent tumor cells in mice , then the
nex t step would be to test the substance
on human estrogen-dependent tumor
cell s . Eventually, if all goes well, clinical
trials might be in the offing, to determine
whether breast cancer cells that escape the
surgeon's knife can be selectively de
stroyed , leavi ng non-cancerous cells
unaffected .
Joseph J. Villafranca's group at Penn
State has created suicide inhibitors for a
key enzyme converting dopamine to
norepinephrine. Animal tests will show
whether these substances may be useful in
the medical treatment of hypertension.
Thus, the goal of more selective medi
cal therapies doesn't seem quite so dis
tant. The moonseed's deadly offspring
leaves a legacy of hope - hope that com 
puter-engineered, precision pharmaceuti
cals will lead to a pharmacopeia of sa fer,
more effective drugs.
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t's 8:30 a,m. on a cold and sunny
Tuesday last November. James L,
Cox, M. D., chief of cardiovascular
surgery at Barnes and Children'S hospi
tals, stands over the exposed heart of a
young man on an operating table. Over
the heart, he holds a rectangular plaque
of sixteen electrodes.
Fifteen feet of cable snakes from the
electrodes , around the anesthesia appara
tus, to a console in the corner of the
room, Seated at the console, with only
eyes visible between surgical mask and
cap , electrophysiologist Michael E, Cain ,
M.o. , waits to record electrical impulses
from the young man's heart.
On the first floor of the Clinical Sci
ences Research Building, a quarter-mile
away, Peter B. Corr, Ph, 0. , associate pro
fessor of medicine and pharmacology, sits
with his feet up. Gazing at his computer
connected to the operating room by 2,000
feet of fiber optic cable, he seems frus-

I

A surgeon attaches a cloth sock, dotted
with eLectrodes, to the heart of a patient
with arrhythmia. These eLectrodes record
activity from severaL sites simultane
ousLy. A computer can heLp pinpoint the
site from which an abnormaL beat origi
nates. This area can be freeze-destroyed,
removing the origin of the abnormaL
activity. (photo courtesy of Barnes
HospitaL)

trated at the deiay.
The young man on the table is obI ivi
ous to the green-robed figures around
him, the bypass machine at his feet, and
the two giant screens displaying his heart
rhythm on either side of the room, For
him, this is the end of a long journey,
which began with a childhood attack of
rheumatic fever. The infection scarred a
heart valve , impeding the flow of blood
from atria (upper chambers) to ventricles
(lower chambers) and causing his atria to
gradually enlarge. Then a loop of tissue
in the right atrial wall began to short
circuit, causing his heart to race at 300
beats per minute .
Hopefully, this surgery will enable the
young man to live his life at home in the
mountains of Kentucky, free from an ab
normal heart rhythm. But more will be
required than a surgeon's knife, Cox,
Cain, and Corr will use a computer to
map and correct the young man's abnor
mal heart rhythm,

EAHLY

DEATH

Arrhythmias, accountable for the sud
den deaths of 600,000 Americans each
year, kill more people in this country than
all other diseases combined. And though
they kill quickly, they kill prematurely.
" Most victims are middle-aged men and,
to some extent, women , who are at the
productive prime of their lives," says
Cain, assistant professor of medicine.

"But for the abnormal rhythms, their
hearts would continue to function for
another 10 , 20, or 30 years ."
An abnormal rhythm is any deviation
from the rate or regularity of a normal
heart beat. An example is tachycardia
(rapid beating of the heart), which had
brought the young man from Kentucky
to the operating room at Barnes Hospital.
Tachycardias occur when an electrical
impulse arising at the heart's pacemaker
node is diverted from its normal pathway
through the heart , or when impulses arise
from sites outside the pacemaker (see
p. II). Tachycardias involve the whole
heart but originate in either the atria or
ventricles . Most atrial tachycardias are
fairly harmless, but ventricular tachycar
dias are often associated with sudden
death.
Many abnormal rhythms can be con
trolled with medication - if a patient sur
vives an initial episode or is resuscitated
after the heart stops beating. But some pa
tients fail to respond to medication, and
so they become candidates for surgery.
Surgery also spares young patients from
a lifetime of medication.
One of Cox's most memorable surgical
candidates was a 28-year-old Swedish air
line pilot, a strapping man in good health
except for a cardiac aLl10rmality called
Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome (see
p. II). One day, the pilot was fishing on
a pier when his heart developed an abnor

7

mal rh ythm and stopped beating. Al
though the resc ue sq uad did not reach him
for fifteen minutes, he was resuscitated,
regaining consciousness six weeks later.
Cox flew to Sw eden ancl surgically cor
rected the abnormal rhythm. Now the
man need not worry th at he will die sud
denly while fishing - or piloting.
Before a surgeon ca n correc t an abnor
mal rhythm, an electrophysiologist must
determine the site of abnormLl I ac ti vity by
mapping the hea rt. At Washington Univer
sity, preliminary mapping is carried out
prior to surgery in th e Clin ical Elec
trophysiology Labora tory at th e School of
Medicine. A catheter in serted into the
heart via a leg vein conl<lins electrodes
that provoke abnorm al rhythms and re
cord the heart's activity. Howeve r, cathe
terization reveals o nl y the approximate

James L. Cox
area of ab normality becLlu se it involves
only four stationary electrodes .
Detailed mapping o f the ab no rmal area
is possible once the heart is ex posed. At
oth er institutions, the map is made by
moving a sin gle electrode from one part
of the heart to another.
This method has two disadvantages. It
is very time consuming, requiring the pa
ti ent to be maintained on a heart-lung
bypass machine during mapping ancl sub
seq uen t surge ry. Moreover, the electro

8

physiologist somet imes finds it impossi 
ble to main tain the heart in LIn abnormal
rhythm long enough to compl ete the map.
"A second problem," says Cain, " is th e
assumption that the rhythm is always th e
same when you put the probe on one si te
and tw o minutes later put the probe on
another. But in over 2S percent of cases,
the rhythm is so irregul ar that every beat
is different. "
About five years ago, Corr and Ca in
realized that a computer could solve both
problems, enabl in g datLl to be recorded
and storecl from many different electrodes
simultaneously. A map of any area of th e
heart - a record of actual events durin g
a single heartbeat - could be mad e in
ju st a few minutes.
Needed then, was a com puter that
could store vast amounts of informati o n.
If 240 electrodes are used to map the
hea rt , 6 million bits (d igi tal data points)
are ge nerated every secon d. "So even
with a very large disk," says Corr, "you
only have a storage capacity of second s.
We need a storage capacity of at least an
hour. Interes tingly, the solution came
from the spLIce program. We called the
peopl e at NASA in Houston and ended up
buyin g a special type of tape recorder."
For the nex t two and a half years , Corr
and former e ngineer Francis X. Witkow
ski, M.D., Ph .D., asse mbled the recorder
and other components into the present
system. The cos t of the computer, the
consol e in the operatin g room, and an ex
perimental anim al fac ility was $300,000.
Private compani es donated most of the
money.
The researc hers also had to desi gn
electrodes to fi t the heart. In addition to
rectangular plaques, they made bancl s that
encircle the heart; fine need les that pie rce
the heart and record across the wall; ancl
·'socks." Made of cloth , a soc k (w hich
stretches over the heart) is dotted with
48 teflon button electrodes.
OnJuly I, 1983 ,ju st afterCorrand
Witkowski had comp leted th e computer
system, Cox came to Washington Univer
si ty, hopeful that hi s collaboration with
the other re searc hers would lead to a re
duction in the number of suclden deaths
from abnormal heart rhythms. The team

cond ucted their first operation at Barnes
Hospital in August 1983. But no one had
tagged a number to the operation on Tues
day, Nove mber 20, 1984.

At 9:00 a. m., Corr sits in front of th e
compu ter, whi ch is about the size of a
freezer. Above hi s head 9.000 ft. of one
inch tape is ready to unwind at the rate of
30 inches per second . To hi s right, surgi 
ca l resident and research fellow in cardiol 

Michael E. Cain , M. D. , is the electrophysiologist who records electrical impulses
during surgery for correction of abnormal heart rhythm. He is responsible for induc
ing tachycardia so that the source of aberrant electrical activity can be pinpointed,
and he must also restore norma/rhythm to th e heart between episodes oftachycardia.

ogy Jeffrey 6 . Kramer, M.D., sit s at the
computer's key b0ard , read y to anal yze
data from the operating room .
At 9: 05, Corr and Kramer spring into
action. Corr, in touch with the operating
room vi a headphones, hears th at Cox has
positi one d three plaques of elec trode s
on the youn g man's atria . " Le t's go," he
shouts to Kramer, who starts typi ng furi
ously on the keyboa rd. Suddenly, a gree n
trace of the he art beat Aows acros s the
mon itor, and the tape recorder whirrs ,

recording this electrocardiogram.
Thi rtee n minutes later, Ca in has in
duced tac hycardi a through a stimul ator
sutured to the yo ung man 's heart . For a
few seconds, the heart pulses wildly
un de r the steel and blue overhead li ght s.
T he n Cain urges it back into it s norm a l
rhythm , and Cox moves the pl aques of
elec trodes to a second se t of pos itions.
(Norm a ll y, the three pl aques cover the
atria at one time, but this pati ent's atri a
were gre atl y e nlarged.)

By 9:40 the elec trodes are in place, the
co mputer is prepared for a new on slaught
of info rmati o n, and Cai n again paces the
heart wi th ex tra beat s. In the co mputer
roo m, the e lectrocardiogra m on the dis
play monitor quickens as the hea rt goes
into its rapid ro utin e.
By 9:43, the sc ree n di splay s traces
(e lectrograms ) from 44 e lectrodes. Mov
ing c lose r, Corr ho ld s up his pen cil to
assess whic h electrode fi rst detec ted elec 
tric al ac ti vity. That will proba bl y be the

9
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Peter B. Corr, Ph.D., helped assemble the recorder needed to
store the vast amounts of data generated during surgery. III
site of the atrial loop . "What do you
think, Mike?" he says to Cain over the in
tercom. "Nine to 16 are all late, 18 looks
early, and 2S to 32 are late . Oh, look at
37, Mike - that has to be the earliest."
Ten minutes later, the printer spews out
several feet of data confirming Corr's as

10

touch with the operating room via headphones , he tells the sur
geon the precise sitefrom which abnormal beats originate.

sessment: The electrodes connected to
channel 37 detected an impulse .064 sec
ond after the beginning of the recording.
The other electrodes detected activity
later.
During the next hour, Cox drains blood
from the heart and opens the right atrium.

Cain, Corr and Kramer then map the wall
between the two atria to make sure that
the impul se at site 37 had not originated
inside the heart, out of reach of electrodes
on the surface. And while Cox performs
the surgery, Corr analyzes the electro
grams from the normal heart beat re
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corded earlier, confirming that the abnor
mal site is separate from the heart's
pacemaker node. 'This is an example of
how valuable our system is," he says.
"We decided to go back and look at the
normal rhythm [that the patient had] be
fore he went into tachycardia. We had
only one chance to do that. It happened
45 minutes ago. With all this recording ca
pability, we could retrieve it."
Assured that he was not about to dam
age the pacemaker node, Cox freezes the
small piece of abnormal heart muscle
with a pencil-shaped cryoprobe. That site
would never again short-circuit impulses.
Later, Cox also repairs the young man's
damaged heart valve.
A few days after the operation, Cox
(who is head of cardiothoracic surgery)
muses on future plans. "Our next step is
to map the entire heart, inside and out, in
a single beat, without opening the ventri
cles. Since the walls of the ventricles are
so thick, the map would require a three
dimensional array of 160 electrodes - 40
needles with 4 electrodes on each needle.
Hopefully, we will develop this system by
next summer by adding more channels to
the console in the operating room.
"We would also like to develop a
screening program, using the computer
and just the standard electrocardiogram,
that would detect those persons at risk
of imminent sudden death."
Cain is already at work on such a
project. To date, he has subjected the elec
trocardiograms of persons with histories
of ventricular tachycardia to Fourier anal
ysis. This corrects for normal waves,
highlighting abnormalities. Cain has al
ready detected one abnormality that can
not be seen by eye. Further studies will
allow him to pinpoint its significance. If
it predicts ventricular tachycardia, mass
screening would enable persons at risk
to be medically or surgically treated.
Says Cox: "I think that with the com
puterized mapping system that Corr
developed, Cain's expertise, and our
experience operating on patients with ven
tricular tachycardia, that We have a good
chance to make a dent in those 600,000
deaths."
•
Linda Sage, PhD. (biochemistry), is a
freelance wrilel~

The electrocardiogram from a patient with ventricular arrhythmia shows an abnor
mal beat (middle tracing). During that beat, 15 electrodes attached to sites on the
heart sUlface record activity. Each tracing can be analyzed to see which fired first.
During this particular beat, site 14 was the first to fire (each numeral represents a
fraction of a second). Surgical destruction of that site will enable the patient to be
free from further episodes of arrhythmia.

Heart beats (contractions of the mus
cular heart) are induced by electrical
impulses generated within the heart.
Normally, an impulse arises at a spe
cialized group of cells (the pacemaker
node) in the right atrium. It then passes
through a bundle of conducting cells to
the larger and more powerful ventri
cles. Thus the atria contract first,
squeezing blood into the ventricles.
Then the ventricles contract, pumping
blood into the arteries.
Abnormal heart rhythms, both atrial
and ventricular, have two modes of
origin. A site in the wall may generate
irregular or rapid impulses additional
to the impulses produced by the pace
maker node. Or, an impulse arising at
the normal site may follow an abnor
mal pathway.
The second mechanism operates in
persons with Wolff-Parkinson-White
(WPW) syndrome, which affects
about I in every 1,000 people. WPW
patients have a Kent bundle (an extra
tract of conducting tissue) between
their atria and ventricles. Most of the
time the Kent bundle merely doubles
the normal pathway, causing no prob
lem. But occasionally, it allows an
impulse that has reached the ventricles

to travel back up to the atria. The im
pulse continues to loop between cham
bers, like a dog chasing its tail. The
heart beats every time the circuit is
completed.
With the aid of the computer, Cain
and Corr can determine exactly where
the Kent bundle enters the atria and
ventricles. Then Cox can make an inci
sion betWeen the two points, severing
the Kent bundle and preventing it from
conducting electrical impulses.
Loops of electrical activity may be
responsible for some ventricular tachy
cardias. Many people have damaged
portions of heart tissue due to a block
age of the coronary artery, and such an
infarct may delay an impulse. By the
time the impulse finally escapes the
damaged area, the surrounding normal
heart muscle is capable of being stim
ulated again, and the impulse loops
between the two areas. One cure is to
locate the troublesome site and surgi
cally destroy it. Ventricular tachy
cardias need to be prevented because
they can degenerate rapidly into irregu
lar, quivering movements called ven
tricular fibrillation. A fibrillating heart
is unable to pump blood, causing loss
of consciousness and possibly, death . •
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hen Tom Tlapek sat down to take
his final exam in hi story that
spring day in 1974 , little did he
realize that it would mark a turning point
in his life. Not becau se of his exam grade,
but because of something that happened
just as he was finishing.
"I was writing away," he remembers,
"when all of a sudden, for no apparent
reason, my heart started to race. I could
hardly breathe. I got to feeling very fear
ful, and I got scared - really scared. I
thought I was having a heart attack, so
when I came out, a friend took me to the
hospital near campus. They gave me a
phy sica l and told me there was nothing
wrong - I wasn't having a heart attack.
I left for home still wondering what had
happened."
This episode was only the first of a
series, asTlapek was soon to find out.
These sudden , unexplained occurrences
began to happen daily. "I was really be
wildered and wondered 'what is going
on?' " he remembers. "I was exhausted,
so that summer, my parents and I decided
the best thing was for me to just take some
time off - to not work, just laze around
the pool and play golf, in hopes that this
would help."
But what was wrong with Tlapek would
take more than R&R to fix. He kept hav
ing the attacks, which caused him to with
draw - from friends and his normal ac
ti vities - out of fear he'd have another
episode. The fatigue that set in , and the
resu ltant depression, completed the vi
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cious circle. "[ was too embarrassed to
talk to anyone about it ," he admits. But
deep down, he felt that hi s problem wasn't
just psychological- it had a physical
basis, he was convinced.
So Tlapek set out on a quixotic search
for the cause of these periodic attacks that
left him so debilitated. His que st was to
prove long - and costly. Bouncing from
one medical practitioner to another - a
heart spec ialist, then an ear specialist, and
a general practitioner - and going to
Gestalt therapy proved only moderately
hel pful. Hi s illness remained undiag
nosed. Then, about two years ago, he saw
a televi sion program that gave a name to
hi s problem: panic disorder, or anxiety
neurosis.
Armed with thi s information, Tlapek
was nearly finished tilting at windmills.
After calling Washington University's li
brary, he was referred to the medical
center hospitals , where psychiatrists li s
tened to his tale , diagnosed his illness and
prescribed an antidepressant medication
which he takes daily. That medication,
plus a greater self-awareness Tlapek
gained during his therapy, has ended his
quest for relief from the curse of unpre
dictable panic attacks. But the search for
the underlying cause is, in some ways,
off to a fresh start.

st)J .DlEIt'S I II' \)f)'
Known since before the Civil War era,
panic disorder has been given a variety of
names over the centuries, including "sol

dier's heart," a reference to the exhaus
tion that overtakes its victims when they
embark on any prolonged physical exer
tion . The poet Shelley is thought to have
had an anxiety attack that prompted these
lines in Indian Serenade: "0 lift me from
the grass' (1 die' I faint' I fail' ( My cheek
is cold and white, alas!( My heart beats
loud and fast." The cause of this syn
drome was the subject of much specula
tion. Badly adjusted soldiers' packs and
hard field service, wounds and injuries
were suggested by physicians in the
1860s . Heart problems, notably a heart
that was too small, were also cited by 19th
century practitioners. Freud thought that
coitus interruptu s and masturbation were
the cause, and one imaginative doctor be
lieved that anxiety attacks represented the

Tom Tlapek permitted researchers to induce a panic attack, ultimately demonstrating a biological basis for these attacks.
fantasy of giving birth. Haldane and
Priestley, writing in 1935, attributed
"neurocirc ulatory asthenia" (another term
for pani c di sorder) to "fatigue of the ner
vous system " due to "nervous overstrain"
and " infection s" and associated with "im
perfect oxygenation of the blood."
Epidemiologists at the National Insti
tute of Mental Health (NIMH) estimate
that 13.1 million Americans suffer from
anxiety disord ers, with about 1.2 million
afAicted with panic disorder. But psy
chiatric di sorders are much harder to de
finitively diagnose than medical illnesses.
And many persons develop complica
tions , or have coexisting illnesses, that
confound re search results. How could per

sons with pani c disorder be distinguished
from those with other anxiety syndromes?
For several years , it has been known
that a chemical  sodium lactate  can
precipitate the symptoms of panic attack
when infused into the bloodstream. This
chemical brings on an attack in most, but
not all, persons who are susceptible to
this disorder. But panic disorder may be
a complication of other psychiatric ill
nesses, such as schizophrenia. Research
ers needed to study a group of patients
with only anxiety neurosis. Thus, Eli
Robins , M.D., Wallace Renard Professor
of Psychiatry at Wa shington Uni versity
School of Medicine , and Kev in Butler,
M. D., chief resident in psychiatry, se-

lected a group of patients without compl i
eating factors ; this group in cludedTlapek.
Robin s and other researchers became
convinced that Tlapek's intuition was cor
rect, that there was a difference in the
brains of patients who had panic attacks
that would be apparent if the right kind of
radiological study was performed.
Together with other patients subject
to pani c attacks , Tlapek allowed Butler to
infuse a lactate solution into one of his
veins and observe the results. A radio
active marker was also infused, so that an
image of the brain could be taken with a
PET scanner. Pictures ofTlapek's brain ,
and those of other patients, revealed a
startling difference when compared with
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Eli Robins, M.D. (left), and Kevin Butler, M.D., interview a patient. Robins and
Butler seLected a group ofpatients with panic disorder uncompLicated by the presence
of other psychiatric conditions. This "pure sampLe" group permitted researchers to
undertake a meaningfuL radioLogicaL study to pinpoint the cause.
images of the brain s of normal persons.
" Data from the PET scan showed a
marked difference in blood flow between
the right and Jeft sides of a spec ific part
of the brains of patients in whom lactate
provoked a panic attack," explains Mar
cus Raichle, M.D., professor of radiation
sc iences at the Mallinckrodt Institute of
Radiology. "Thi s asymmetry is located in
a region of the brain that is bel ieved to
control emotions," concludes Raich le,
who is also professor of neurology.
The asymmetry is consistently seen in
patients who are vulnerable to lactate
induced panic attacks. It is never seen
in normal volunteers.
And this research is thought to be im
portant for more than just panie disorder.
Other psychiatric illnesses, suc h as
schizophrenia and depressio n, are also
believed to have a bioche mical or biologi
ca l basis. Jeffrey H. Boyd, M.D., an ex
pert in the epidemiology of panic disorder
who works at NIMH, calls the Was hington
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University team 's research " ... exciting
- there is a tremendous need to localize
abnormalities in the brain s of those with
panic disorder. This resea rch is striking
and should inspire re searchers to look in
[that] region for speci fic abnormal ities
in the area ."
Measurements of blood flow were
taken on both sides of the brain in seven
areas suspected of mediating anxiety.
Only one of these areas - the parahippo
campal gyrus - displayed an imbalanced
blood flow in all patients who had a his
tory of panic disorder and developed
sy mptoms when they were infu sed with
lactate.

\11\11(',", III \Br IU,",," \,",1'
But to those who have anxiety
neurosis, getting the word out about
"their disease" is of para mount impor
tance. Tom feels a great sense of relief,
and vindicati on, to learn that his suffering
stemmed from a biological difference in

his brain , that his symptoms were not just
psychologi ca l. "If there's one thing r'd
like people to know," he says, "it's that
this disease can be overcome."
"Panic disorder is co mmon," says Eric
Reiman, M.D., instructor in psychiatry at
the School of Medic ine. "[t affects two to
five percent of the population , with fe
males being affected twi ce as commonly
as males. The syndrome is characterized
by recurrent anxiety attacks which occur
suddenly and at unexpected times," con
tinues Reiman , an investigator on the
panic attack study. "S udden episodes of
severe apprehension or fear are accom
panied by a variety of unplea sa nt se nsa
tion s. These include shortness of breath,
choking, chest pain, heart racing, dizzi
ness, trembling, swea ting and tingling in
the hands or feet. Since these person s
often think they 're having a heart attack,
cardiologists frequently see them. Per
sons with panic disorder may comprise
10 to 12 percent of a heart spec iali st's
practice."
Tlapek's reaction to his attacks fits tbi s
profile perfectly. And he also developed
one of the common co mplications of
panic disorder - agoraphobia (fear of
leaving the house). In fact, many persons
with undiagnosed panic disorder are
treated in phobia clinics, with limited suc
cess. Unless their underlying, frequently
unexpected anxiety attacks are recog
ni zed, the basis for the phobias that de
velop will be undi scovered - and remain
untreated . Tlapek knows from bitter
experience that the longer it takes for
diagnosis and treatment, the worse the
situation.
" It's like pouring gasoline on a fire ,"
he says. "Your heart begins racing, and
the fear you feel - the fear that you're
going to die - only causes your heart to
beat more wildly."
But panic disorder, unlike other psy
chiatric diseases, rarely leads to death.
In stead, those who suffer from it react
much the way Tlapek did: they withdraw
fro m their friends and normal activities,
often developing agoraphobia and becom
ing depressed. Now 32, Tlapek had his
first pani c attack a decade ago, when he
was a college junior. Hi s age was typical ,
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since the syndrome's onset appears during
lat e teens or ea rly twenties.
Tl apek's medication and greater sc if
knowledge have kept him free of spon
taneous panic attacks for th e past two
years, but he knows that he is not cured .
Although he takes imipra mine dail y, he
readil y deve loped anxiety sym pto ms
when Rob ins ' team infu sed lactate into
hi s blood. (" It was the worst one I'v e
eve r had")
Up to 25 percent of close relatives of
persons with panic disorder will di spl ay
symptoms . And the knowledge that thi s
disease is more co mmon amon g fami ly
members of th ose afflicted with pani c di s
order than the ge ne ral popUlati on ca used
Tl apek and hi s wife to have so me second
thought s abou t startin g a famil y. But onl y
briefl y
"Thi s isn't lik e giv ing your child a
genetic disease suc h as hemophilia or cys
tic Ilbrosis," he asse rts. "This is some
thing that can be co ntrolled - once it's
diagnosed." Tl apek works steadily now,
two days a wee k as a sa les engineer de 
signing heating eq uipment , and three
days a week de signin g electronic control s
and other eq uipme nt for military cO IHrac 
tors. It 's a bu sy time for him , tryin g to
start hi s ow n business. But he pay s more
atten ti on to the little signs that his body
gives him when extreme fatigue or stress
- past precipitators of panic attacks 
signal that he's pu shed himself beyond
his own psychologi ca l "safe point." "[ try
to get lots of s l e~ p," he says, "a nd I exer
cise - either running a couple of mile s
or go ing to aerobics classes - several
times a wee k."
Even tho ugh hi s ow n illness is under
control , Tl apek 's empathy for his fellow
sufferers is strong. He points out the
need for a support grou p fo r persons who
suffer from thi s di sease: ''I've got one
friend," he remarks, "who hasn't left
St. Louis ['or J0 years. J 've offered to go
with him, and he agreed, but we've never
done it." Even today, Tl apek sometimes
has to force himsel f to go to church or to
a football game - anypl ace where there's
a crowd whi ch, in the past, was the set
ting for one of hi s attacks.

Marcus Raichle, M.D. (left), Peter Herscovitch, M.D., alld Eric Reiman, M.D.,
illfused patients sufferillg from panic disorder with a radioactive soilltion of lactate ,
thus inducing a panic attack , in order to measure cerebral bloodflow during an
episode. The resuLting PET scan , as shown 011 the back cover, clearly dispLays a
regionaL difference in bloodflow when the two cerebral hemispheres are electroni
caLLy compared.

JI
Tlapek and other perso ns with pa ni c
disorder have an illne ss which can be dis
tinguished from other anxiety co nditi ons:
panic disorder is effective ly treated with
suc h medications as imipramine, phenel
zi ne and alprazolam, but not th e typ ica l
sedati ves such as valium.
"Pati ents' responsi ve ness to these
drugs , plu s the fact th at an att ack can be
tri ggered by IV infu sions of lacta te, di stin 
gui shes pan ic di sorder from othe r anxiety
syn dromes," remarks Butl er. " No one
kn ows what it is about lact ate th at prec ipi
tates an attack. But it does give us th e op
portunity to study this in a laboratory
without hav ing to wait for a spontan eo u,
att ack ...
"The difference in blood fl ow between
hemispheres," ex plains R<Ji chle , " prob
ably correlates with differences in meta
bolic rates . Although you mi ght suppose
th at thi s difference is a long way from an
emotional res ponse, the activity of nerve
cell s is c lose ly tied to brain blood Aow
because the brain stores no oxy ge n . Any

changes in blood flo w reflect differenc es
in the activity of nerve ce lls on the two
sides. "
Raichle describes two promising areas
for furth er research. One is the blood
brain barrier, a network of membrane
enclosed capillaries in the brain that pre
vents many substances in blood from
reaching brain ce ll s. " It 's poss ible that
the blood-bra in barrier in persons with
panic di sord er is defective. In another
study, we will be measurin g oxygen utili
zation, whi ch is the link between blood
flow and th e ac tivity of nerve cells. We'll
be looking at patients with panic disorder
and also another group with depression.
And to what extent is th e movement of
sub stance s between the blood an d brain
re stri cted ? Curiou sly e nough, it Illay in
fact be related to both of these di seases."

The results of th e PET studies on persons
with panic disorder were published in

Letters to NATURE , Vol. 310.23
August 1984.
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ike most accidents, it happened in
a split second. On December 15,
1983 , Joe Swan was standing on
the back of a truck, gripping a band
around a 1awnmower. The truck was
parked at the hardware store where Swan
works, and the lawnmowers were ready
to be unloaded. Suddenly, the band broke
and Swan flew out the back of the truck.
When he landed with his arm underneath
him and his hand folded under, his wrist
absorbed the impact of his 260- pound
body.
"It hurt ," says Swan, "but at the time
I didn't think there was really anything
wrong with it."
Today a three-dimensional image of
Swan's injured wrist is on display at the
Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology at the
School of Medicine , and the image is so
clear that even a lay person could guess
at Swan's problem. The image shows a
cluster of wrist bones , the carpals. One,
a crescent-shaped carpal called the lunate,
is clearly out of position.
Michael Vannier, M .D. , assistant
professor of radiology, created the
three-dimensional picture from two
dimensional computed axial tomography
(CAT) scans, using a computer technique

L

he and plastic surgeon Jeffrey L. Marsh ,
M.D., developed for craniofacial images .
But becau se the wrist is smaller and more
complex than the skull, Vannier had to
start with CAT scans of very high reso
lution, and create additional software
that would allow for three-dimensional
image reconstruction.
The photo of Swan's wrist bones amply

X-rays do not give detailed information
about the structure or articulation of
carpals. The wrist's three-dimensional
movements cannot be portrayed by
single-phase X-rays.

This three-dimensional image ofthe wrist, achieved as an extension ofearlier re
search on facial reconstruction in children , inaugurates a new era in the prevention
and treatment of wrist injury. For thejirsttime, researchers can get a clear picture of
how movement affects the relationship of individual bones, or groups of bones, in
the wrist.

demonstrates the feasibility of three
dimensional imaging. And it has set the
seal on a collaborative project between
Vannier and the Department of Surgery 's
division of plastic surgery. This should
lead to a better understand i ng of the wrist
- and to more successful management
of wrist abnormalities.
"With three-dimensional images of
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wrist bones , we can do a variety of engi
neering tests," says Pau.1M. Weeks, M.D.,
chief of plastic and reconstructi ve sur
gery. "We can analyze the motion of those
bones relati ve to one another and assess
how much stress and strain they are sub
jected to. Once that is accompli shed,
a number of appl ications are obvious.
One is the design of a prosthetic wrist.
Another is to screen people before they
go onto certain jobs to tel I whether they
are going to be susceptible to wrist
injury. The other thing is to evaluate
methods of management of wrist
abnormalities. "
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Engineering tests are already under
way, thanks to the experti se of Samuel E.
Logan, M. D. , Ph.D., assistant professor
of plastic and reconstructi ve surgery and
mechanical engineering, and graduate stu
dent Stephen Bresina , M.S. Logan, an
ex-astronaut trainee who came to Wash
ington University last June, earned a
Ph.D. in engineering from the California
Institute of Technology before he became
a surgeon. Bresina is a transplant from
the Department of Civil Engineering at
W. U. His research is supervised by Phillip

L. Gould, Jolley Profe ssor and chairman
of civil engineering.
A typical day in the laboratory fi nds
Bresina perched on a high stool in front
of a wrist specimen. Three wires emerge
from each of the wrist's carpals, serving
as fixed metal points that can be tracked
in a magnetic field . A six-dimensional
electromagnetic sensing system called a
"three-space digitizer" tracks the points.
A sensing antenna inside a small probe,
and a transmitting antenna that lies be
neath the wrist, create a three-dimen sional
electromagnetic field . Setting the wri st in
one position , Bresina touches each fixed

Samuel Logan , M.D. (left), and Paul Weeks, M .D. , call up an electronic image of
the wrist. The technology is available to use these electronic images as templates so
that custom-made wrist prostheses can be manufactured.

Stephen Bresina, M.S., a graduate student in engineering, inserts three wires in
each of the wrist bones. Th e wires serve as fixed metal points that can be tracked in a
magnetic field. By rotating the wrist, he obtains a sequence of measurements that
can be used to calculate each carpal's position during motion.

point with the probe and then presses a
foo t pedal , Then he rot ates the wrist and
repeats the process, In thi s way he obtains
seque ntial sets of measurements on a dis
play monitor, and from these he can calcu
late each carpal's linear and angula r
movemen ts during a gi ven wri st motion,
Thi s system was developed for use
as a helmet-m ounted tracker for fighter
pilots when they need to fly their aircraft,
track other planes , and fire missiles with
out looking down, It allows the positions
of carpa ls to be measu red with a precision
that previously has bee n impossib le, The
data eventually go into a large Uni graph-

ic s computer (don ated by McDonnell
Douglas) which display s the movements
of the carpals as arcs or stra ight lines,
Moreover, the Unigraphics' CAD (com 
puter-ass isted -design) system el iminates
errors introduced by movem ent s of the
radiu s, one of the lon g bones in the
forearm,
The engineering studies should lead to
three-dimensional models of the moving
wrist. " But ," cautions Logan , a staff
member at Barnes Hospital, "the wrist is
a very complex struc ture with eight carpal
bones of irregular sha pe, multipl e liga
ments and a number of tendon s, .. so It
presents a difficult en gin eerin g problem."

"I'i... P."u.. t I U,'!'o~'!'o
A working model could pave the way
for an artifi cia l wrist superior to current
mod els. But a more immediate goal is the
production of artifi cia l carpals to replace
individual bones. Su ch prostheses are al
ready avai lab le, but they are not tail ored

to individual patients. "We wi ll be able to
make a bone that would fit exact ly into
the slot where it belongs, rather than hav e
a prosthes is that only com es in standard
sizes, which mayor may not fit perfectly,"
says Logan.
The manufacture of prosthetic carpals
will be possibl e with CAD/CA M (com 
pu ter-ass is ted -des ign/ com pLl ter-assisted
manufacture) te<;hno logy. "We already
hav e the CA D porti on," says Logan. "It's
one step away from ge ttin g that image to
be manufactured by a computerized too l
that basic ally reads the computer image
and gives you a three-dimensional object
prec isely manufactured from the three
dimensio nal object on the screen, "
Thu s, the researchers could co nve rt
CAT scans of a damaged carpal into a
three-dimensional image/blueprint fo r
a CAM syste m, The latter wo uld create
a mold for an exac t repl ica of the ori gi nal
bone, and the rep li ca could then be made
and used as a prosthesis. McDonnell
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The two CT "sLices" above are repre
sentative ofthe individuaL images used to
construct the space-jiLLing, three
dimensionaL picture shown on the right.
Portions ofthe three-dimensionaL image
can be erased so that areas in question
are unobscured by other structures.
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Douglas Corporation has made its CAM
system available for this project, which
would be no more difficult than designing
and making molds for aircraft parts, an
everyday occurrence at the company's
plant in St. Louis.
Even better than the manufacture of
prostheses would be the prevention of
wrist damage. Such a project is of great
interest to Weeks, head of the Milliken
Hand Clinic at Barnes , who sees many
patients with occupational wrist injuries.
"Any machine that vibrates creates a sig
nificant amount of stress that is absorbed
and transmitted into the wrist area," says
Weeks. "A person who uses a machine
such as an air drill can develop Kien
bock's disease, which is painful and even
tually limits motion. Such people can ac:
tually end up with a total fusion of the
wrist bones and, once they have that, they
become unable to do many jobs."
Persons prone to Kienbock's disease
may start out with unusual wrist mechan
ics. Therefore, a computer program as
sessing wrist mechanics could screen per
sons at risk if they work with vibrating
machinery. However, such a project
would be possible only after wrist me
chanics are better understood.

As well as reducing the incidence of
Kienbock's disease, the computer may
help patients who already have the dis
ease . "One method of management," says
Weeks, "is to fuse certain of the wrist
bones to distribute the load better. Using
the computer, we would like to be able to
predict what would happen if the bones
were fused. "
Patients with fractures might also bene
fit from computer intervention. "Imagine
someone falls and fractures the radius ,"
muses Weeks, "tilting his wrist out of
position . Therefore the wrist bones are
subjected to completely different stress
es than normal. Using the CAD/CAM
system, we would determine what the
stresses are under those circumstances
and what we would have to do to correct
them back to a point where the patient no
longer has pain in the wrist."
Logan predicts that surgeons will also

find the three-dimen sional images help
ful. "The advantage of having a pre
operative three-dimensional picture is the
problem can be seen before an incision is
made," he says. "And since surgeons
work in a three-dimensional world, it
helps to see things in three dimensions.
Not every wrist problem requires three
dimensional imaging. But for complex
problems, r think it's one more arrow in
our quiver. For these difficult situations,

three-dimensional imaging has a definite
advantage over plane x-rays and two
dimen sional CAT scans.
" What impresses me," says Logan, "is
that the technology is going by leaps and
bounds. We just have to find ways of ap
plying it. We are limited only by our
imaginations. "

Linda Sage, Ph.D. (biochemisny) , is a
freelalu'e wriler.
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orrect fit of the cementless hip
prosthesis becomes crucial,
since the device is not glued
into place. Wayne Daum, M.D. , assis
tant professor of orthopedics, is col
laborating with Michael Vannier,
M.D., to insure that the metal and
bone make an absolutely tight fit. To
do this, Vannier writes computer
software that electronically matches
the dimensions of a patient's thigh
bone and pelvis with those of avail
able prostheses. (Currently, the de
vice is manufactured only in a limited
number of sizes.) The computer
matches the patient's thigh bone with
the best-fitting prosthesis. Eventu
ally, the technology may be extended
by machining a prosthesis to the
exact dimensions of individual
patients.
In addition, the computer is also a
valuable tool for patients requiring
procedures other than total hip re
placement. For example, some pa
tients with avascular necrosis (block
age of blood flow to the head of the
thigh bone) require an osteotomy 
reshaping contours of diseased areas
of the bone . "Vannier has helped
me," says Daum, "by performing
CAT scans on a patient so that the
bone's three dimensions can be pro
jected. This helps me know exactly

C

The same technology used to create
images ofthe wrist can be usedfor
the hip, permitting better fit of
prostheses. Unlike a conventional
X-ray, this 3 -D CT scan ofthe hip
joint can be manipulated so that
individual areas, such as the
medullary cavity (into which the
prosthesis must fit) , can be seen
and measurul.
how and where I would make a cut,
or if it's even feasible to change the
anatomy of the hip joint in order to
alleviate symptoms ."
"The single most important event
that has occurred in the past 20 years
in the treatment of arthritis has been
the development of these new tech
nologies," says Floyd Pennington,
Ph. D., of the Arthritis Foundation,
headquartered in Atlanta. "More and
more people witt be helped in the
future."
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First-Year Slice of Life

photos and le.xl by Cheryl Ungar

Medicine is "a lifestyle, not just a job, " for Karen Scharenberg, first-year student
at the School ofMedicine. "Knowing that, it took me a while to decide to commit
to that as a careel: I didn't want to take a place from someone else in medical
school unless I was sure J'd use those skills. "
But in working towards that caree/~ she playfully describes her first year as
i!u'luding "many 'ology' classes," such as cell biology. Although serious about
her caree/~ she realizes the hazards that can comefrom slavish devotion
to her studies.
She strives to establish a healthy balance among school, exercise, and socialli/e.
Among her hobbies are running, lifting weights three times a week, as well as ice
skating at Steinberg Rink in Forest Park.
"f'm careful not to let myself/eel guilty about the time I spend relaxing." says
Scharenberg. "The study habits I develop now are what will ('any me through
the rest ofschool and training. Medicine can't be my entire life. Those extra
10 hours a week I might spend studying could earn me higher grades, but for me,
it's more important to spend that time some other way, like exercising.
But everyone in medical school knows how to drive themselves - we all had to
do it to get where we are today. "
23
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Far left Karen Scharenberg, shown here
with former HEW Secretary Juanita
Kreps, is an Olin Fellow. Kreps came
to the university lost fall as speaker for
the Tenth Annual Olin Lecture. Left
Scharenberg andfellow student Thomas
Kim spend a great many hours in small
group study sessions, a traditional part
ofthe life ofany medical student.
Bottom Scharenberg and Laura Dyer
were lob partners in anatomy, another
traditional area ofstudy for afirst
year student. Outside anatomy lob,
Scharenberg and Dyer team up as
roommates.
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Right Roy R. Peterson, Ph.D., professor of
anatomy alld neurobiology, is a fixture for
first-year students who spend at least nine
hours each week working with him and
learning from him in their human anatomy
course. Below Karell and her brother Andy
find a rare moment to elljoy a St. Louis
restaurant. Andy, 20, is a senior majoring
in biochemistry atllldialla University, his
sister's alma mater. Like his sister, who
earned the B.A. ill chemistry, he hopes to
be a medical studelltllextfall. Far right
Scharellberg spellds a good portion of her
time in a time-honored tradiliollfor first
year students: solitary study.
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nnovation s in medical computer
imag ing, di sc ussed in this issue of
Outlook, ho ld great promise for pri
mary care phys ician s. The powerful elec
tro nic devices used to visualize human
organs and study molecular structure can
be modified to communicate information
s tored in traditi o na l medical records.
Ind eed, managing the ever-growing flow
of medical info rm ation within a complex
medical care sys tem presents one of our
greates t chaJlenges.
Con side r, for example, how policy
changes by government and private in
dustry have altered the hospital's role.
Prospective payme nt sc hemes and pre
admission screening programs have ap
propriately emphasized the importance of
performing more diag nos tic and thera
peutic procedures in less ex pe ns ive ambu
latory care settings , whenever possible.
These new regulatory e ffo rts recognize
that until recently, patients who were not
acutely ill were o ften hospitalized solely
to expedite diagnos is .
Aside from the e xpen se, hospitaliza
tion for diagnos is was generally bene
ficial. It was convenient for the patient,
and it centralized the collection and pro
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cessing of medical information. The pri
mary care phys ic ian provided a medical
hi story that included principal diagnoses,
current medications, and results of past
medica l interventi o ns. Complete medica l
record s minimi zed redundant medical
tests. And interactions between pre
scribed drugs were more easily prevented
by meticul ous record-keeping.
Dramatic changes in our country's
hea lth care po licy have virtually elimi
nated thi s use of the hospital. This has
created a decentralized sys tem for medi
cal diag no sis and treatment. Extensive
diagnostic programs, o nce performed
conveniently in the hospita l, will now be
conducted in a number of different facili
ties often separated by appreciable dis
tances. Patients with co mplex medical
problems will spend more time traveling
between phys icia ns' offices. Patient spec
imen s will be s hipped to remote laborato
ries for analysis. Expen sive technologies
- digital angiography, magnetic reso
nance imag ing and pos itron emission
tomography (PET) - will become out
patient services. The prim ary care pro
vider, respon s ible for coord inating all
aspects of patient man ageme nt , mu st find

new ways to gather and analyze medica l
informa tion obtained from these di s parate
sources.
Computing facilities can manipulate,
tra nsmi t, a nd di splay high-resolution
medical images. These technologies can
also communicate physical findings, labo 
rato ry data, and consultation notes. Thus,
the sa me computer that displays a pa
tient's c hest X-ray can transmit crucial
information abo ut drug allergies, past
diagnoses, a nd recent laboratory tests .
This can be done in pictorial format quite
unlike the sterile v ideo screen to which
we have become acc ustomed . Graphic
di splay of la bora tory tests, for example,
may res ult in earlier de tection of impor
tant clinical trends . Rural physicians
could send X-rays, electrocardiograms,
medical notes, and photo g raphs to urban
specialists, thu s sparing patients from
trips to a major medical center. In the fu
ture, computers may help physicians by
suggesting diagnoses and recommending
therapy.
Over the last century, medica l tech
nology has occasionally been applied
thoughtless ly a nd indi sc riminately. Like
other technologies, medical computer
imag ing offers promi se and periJ: it cou Id
help solve a pressing need in medicine,
but it could a lso be misapplie d and
abused. Used properl y, computers could
facilitate communications, enhance medi
cal care, dec rease costs, and improve
medical education. U sed improperly,
computers could destroy privac y, de
humanize care, increase costs, and prom
ulgate damaging misinformation. At thi s
juncture, our challenge is to use thi s
powerful new technology wi se ly.
•

Mark E. Frisse, M.D. '78
Assistanl professor ofmedicine
Washington University School ofMedicine
This is the opinion of the author, not
necessarily shared by Washington Univer
sity, Washington University School of
Medicine, Washington University Medica l
Center, or the policy ofany of these enti
ties. Outlook welcomes replies to this
editorial and invites contributionsfrom
its readers on other subjects.
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yagiftof$1 million,
The Kroc Foundation
of Santa Barbara ,
Calif., has established a chair
to support biomedical re
search in diabetes and endo
crine diseases at the School
of Medicine.
The late Ray A. Kroc ,
founder of McDonald's Cor
poration, was founder and
sole benefactor of The Kroc
Foundation. The endowment
is named for his brother, Dr.
Robert Kroc, in recognition
of his accomplishments as a
un iversi ty teacher, pharma
ceutical researcher, and devel
oper of the Kroc Foundation's
research grants and confer
ence programs.
Establishment of The
Robert L. Kroc Chair in Dia
betes and Endocrine Diseases
was announced Jan . 9 during
a luncheon at the medical cen
ter. Guests of the university
included Dr. and Mrs. Robert
Kroc, as well as Fred L.
Turner, Chairman of
McDonald's Corporation and
a member of the Foundation's
Board of Directors.
The first Robert L. Kroc
Professor will be Paul E.
Lacy, M. D., Ph. D., former
head of the Department of
Pathology. Lacy, department
head for more than 20 years,
stepped down from the posi
tion earl ier this year to con
centrate full time on research.
One of his most important
achievements is success in
controlling diabetes by trans
planting islets of Langerhans,

clusters of insulin-producing
pancreas cells.
Lacy commented upon a
key source of his research
support: "The success of our
research program on islet
transplantation can be attrib
uted to the faith, trust and
financial support that has
been provided to us by the
Kroc Foundation for many
years. This critical support
has made it possible for us to
bring islet transplantation
to the threshold of human
application. "
The Kroc Professorship in
diabetes and endocrine dis
eases is the first of three re
search chairs to be established
by the Kroc Foundation . Since
1969, the foundatio~ has pro
vided research support total
ing more than $46 million to
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University has received Kroc
Foundation grants totaling
about $2.5 million. The first
grant was given in 1971 to
start Lacy's work in trans
planting islets of Langerhans.
A total of 15 grants have been
made for research relating to
diabetes as well as multiple
sclerosis, various forms of
arthritis, and connective tis
sue and bone disease . Thir
teen principal investigators
have directed this research.
Many of these scientists and
others from Washington Uni
versity participated in Kroc
Foundation research confer
ences at its headquarters at
Ray Kroc's ranch in the Santa
Ynez Valley of California.
Lacy, a native of Trinway,
Ohio , earned the doctor of
medicine degree cum laude in

Announcement ofthe Robert L. Kroc Chair in Diabetes
and Endocrine Diseases was made on January 9 during a
luncheon at the medical center. Guests included,Jrom left:
Fred L. Turner, Dr. and Mrs. Robert Kroc, Dr. Samuel Guze
and Dr. Paul Lacy.
institutions in this country
and abroad. In addition, it
has sponsored at its head
quarters over 100 research
con ferences.
Over the years, Washington

1948 from Ohio State Univer
sity, and the doctor of
philosophy degree in pathol
ogy in 1955 from the Mayo
Foundation of the University
of Minnesota. He interned

at White Cross Hospital in
Columbus, Ohio , and served
a fellowship in pathology at
the Mayo Clinic . He joined
the Department of Anatomy
at Washington University in
1955.
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von Products Founda
tion and the Mallinc
krodt Fund have
pledged $750,000 to the
ALLIANCE FOR WASH
INGTON UNIVERSITY, a
$300 million fund-raising
campaign announced last
year. Mercantile Bancorpo
ration, Inc., has made a
$400,000 gift to the AL
LIANCE . Announcement of
both corporate gifts was made
by William H. Danforth,
Chancellor of Washington
University.
The Avon/Mallinckrodt
pledge earmarks $370,000 for
the Clinical Sciences Re
search Building (CSRB) at
the School of Medicine. Mer
cantile Bancorporation 's
gift will be divided, with
$200,000 used toward the
CSRB.
The recently dedicated
382,080-square-foot CSRB is
the central link joining the
Sc'hool of Medicine, through
a series of enclosed pedes
trian bridges, with Barnes,
Jewish, and Children's hospi
tals. The CSRB accommo
dates research facilitie s and
offices for six clinical depart
ments: anesthesiology, medi
cine, psychiatry, pathology,
radiology and surgery.
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irginia V. Weldon,
M.D. , deputy vice
chancellor of the
School of Medicine, has been
named chairman-elect of the
assembly of the Association
of American Medical Col
leges (AAMC)
Her election to the post, an
nounced last fall during the
<lnnualmeeting in Chicago ,
marks the first time in the
AAMC's 108-year history
that a woman has been chosen
to lead the association. Wel
don will serve as chairman be
ginning in the fall of 1985.
With a membership of
more than 100,000, the
AAMC represents the entire
community of academic med
icine, including 127 medical
sc hools , 430 teaching hospi
tals and over 70 biomedic<ll
societies. The Washington,
D.C. - based association is a
leader in developing pro
grams to advance medical
education, biomedical re
sea rch and health services
in the United States.
Weldon has been a repre
sentative to the AAMC's
Council of Academic Socie
ties since 1976, serving in
1984 as the council's chair
man-elect. She is recognized
nationally as <l spokesperson
on issues in medical educa
tion and biomedical research,
and on legislation affecting
health care , especially its
costs. A specialist in pedi<ltric
endocrinology, she is well
known for her studies of
mechanisms of abnormal
growth in childhood.
Weldon is vice president of
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the Washington University
Medical Center and professor
of pediatrics at the School of
Medicine. She also is on staff
al Barnes and Children's hos
pitals. She C<lme to the univer
sity in 1968 as an instructor,
and was named professor of
pediatrics in 1979.
She earned the doctor of
medicine degree from the
University of Buff<llo School
of Medicine and the bache
lor's degree from Smith Col
lege. Weldon was an intern

Vilginia V. Weldon, M.D.
and assistant resident in pedi
atrics at The Johns Hopkins
Hospital in Baltimore, and
later held a feLlowship and in
structorship at Johns Hopkins
Medical School.
Her professional member
ships include the Institute of
Medicine of the National
Academy of Science, Endo
crine Society, and the Society
for Pediatric Resea rch. She is
a fellow of the A merican As
sociation for the Advance
ment of Science. Weldon has
recei ved a number of awards
and honors, and has pub
lished many journal articles
on pediatric endocrinology. -
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wo separate services
have combined opera
tions to create the new
Child Guidance Center, lo
cated in Children's Hospital at
400 S. Kingshighway Blvd.
The new center was formed
when the Child Guidance
Clinic moved to Children's
Hospital and expanded its
program , joining with the out
patient psychiatry service
already in existence at the
hospital.
"The move to Children 's
Hospital places the center, for
the first time, directly in the
medical sc hool environ
ment," said Felton Earls,
M. D., director and Blanche F.
Ittle son Professor of the Wil
liam Greenleaf Eliot Division
of Child Psychiatry. "Work
ing in that environment wiJl
increase communication be
tween pediatricians and psy
chiatri sts. Also, training of
these physicians will im
prove, along with the mental
health care of children." Earls
is a physician at Barnes, Chil
dren's and Jewish hospitals.
The Child Guidance Center
is under the medical direction
of Haruo Kusama, M.D., as
sistant professor of clinical
child psychiatry at the School
of Medicine. It functions as a
general outpatient psychiatric
program for Children's Hospi
tal, and has developed a
strong link with the hospital's
inpatient unit, directed by as
sistant professor of child psy
chiatry Zila Weiner, M.D.
Both Kusama and Weiner are
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physicians at Barnes and Chil
dren's hospi tals.
Patients are easily referred
to the inpatient unit, and upon
discharge are often referred
to the guidance center for
follow-up treatment.
The center treats children
from infancy through 18
years of age using a multidis

Felton Earls, M.D.
ciplinary approach that com
bines psychiatry, psychology
and social work services. The
staff offers special treatment
for sex abuselincest, depres
sion, hyperactivity and other
developmental and behavioral
problems. The center pro
vides consultation to area
schools , and staff members
also conduct in-service train
ing sessions for guidance
counselors in the St. Louis
public schools.
The Child Guidance
Center, a United Way agency,
bases its fees on a sliding
scale. Earl s noted that al
though 25 percent of the cen
ter 's patients come from
families with incomes above
$30,000,30 percent pay $2
an hour or less.
To make appointments, or
for further information, call
the Child Guidance Center at
314-454-6201.
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he epid ermo ly sis bullosa
center at the Schoo l of
Medi ci ne has rece ived
a $20 ,000 gift from the Mc
Donnell Doug las Empl oyee
Charit y and Co mmunity Ser
vices Boa rd . McDonnell
Douglas empl oyees presented
the contribution as support
for research at the St. Louis
center, one of few sites in
the nation to study epid er
molysis bullosa (EB).
The center also recently re
ceived a $4,500 contribution
from the Veterans of Fore ig n
Wars Hall in St. Charles. The
VFW gift to support research
was given in the name of EB
patient Jamie Miller, an eight 
month-old boy whose fa ther
is a member of the St. Charl es
post.
A rare genetic skin di sor
der, EB is al so known as the
"thin skin di sease" beca use o f
the blisterin g , scarrin g and
destruction of the skin and
mucous membranes th at it
causes . There is very little
treatment and no known cure
for the di sease. In America
al one, 14 varieties of EB
threaten the lives of25,00050 ,000 patients, mostly
children.
The Washington University
center wa s established in
1983 with a $25,000 donation
from the Dystrophic Epider
molysi s Bullosa Research As
soc iation. Since then, it has
also received a gift from the
Jamie Hoke Living Trust Fund
in Penn sylv ania. Locally, the
Epidermoly sis Bullosa Foun
dati on is working to rai se $ 1
mill io n to create an operatin g
endowment for the ce nter.
Eu ge ne A . Bauer, M. D., d i-
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rector, and center researchers
are trying to determine causes
o f vari ous forms of EB, and
hope eventually to develop a
cure or more effective treat
ment for the disease. Bauer is
profe ssor of dermatology at
th e School of Medicine and a
phy sician at Barnes, Chil
dren's and Jewish hospitals.
More inform ation is available
through the EB ce nter at 314362-23 04 .
-
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arcus E. Raj,chle ,
M. D., professor o f
neurology and radio l
ogy, has recei ved the Sarah L.
Poi ley Memorial Award from
the New York Academ y of
Sciences.
The award was presented
las t winter durin g the
academy's l67 th annual meet
in g in New York C ity.
Raichl e, wh o was cit ed for
hi s work in appl yin g qu antit a
ti ve radi otracer techniqu es to
th e study of the hum an brain ,
shares the award with Mi chael
E. Phelps, M.D., of the Uni
versity of Californi aLos Angeles.
Raichle is also professor
of biomedical engineerin g at
Washington University, and
a staff physician at Barnes,
Children's and Jewi sh
hospitals.
Raichle is noted for apply
ing positron emis sion tomog
raphy - PET sc annin g - to
study the human brain . Hi s
work has included studi es of
the normal brain and it s re
sponse to a variety of stimuli ,
evaluation of patients at ri sk
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for stroke, an analysis of cer
tain chemical receptors in the
brain, and investigations of
the origin and physiology of
seizure disorders.
One of his most recent
studies involved PETexami
nations of persons stricken
with panic disorder, which is
characterized by recurrent,
spontaneous attacks of severe
anxiety. Raichle and other
Washin gton University re
searchers, including Eli
Robin s, M.D. , Wallace Re
na rd Professor of Psyc hiatry,
were the first to identify a
bi olog ica l bas is for pani c di s
order, as desc ribed in "When
Fear Strikes" (page 12).
Raichle joined the fa culty
in 197 1 as a research instruc
tor in neuro logy. He received
the doc tor of medicine degree
in 1964 from the Uni versity
of Washin gton School of
Medi cine, and received hi s
trainin g in neurol ogy and hi s
introducti on to neurological
research at th e Corn ell Uni
versity Medi ca l Center in
Ne w York C ity.
Raich Ie is on the editorial
board of Annals of Neurology,
Brain , and the Journal ofCere
bral Blood Flow and Metabo
lism , and is a former study
sec ti on member and frequent
advi sor to th e Nati onal In sti 
tutes of Hea lth.
He is a member of many
professio nal soc ieties , among
them the American Academy
of Neurology, th e Amer ica n
Neurolog ica l Assoc iatio n,
th e Intern ati onal Soc iety of
Cerebral Bl ood Fl ow and
Metaboli sm , the Ameri ca n
Ph ysiolog ica l Society and the
Soc iety for Neurosc ience. -

]. Regan Thomas, M .D.
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Rega n Thomas, M.D.,
ass istant pro fessor of
• otolaryngo logy, has
been elec ted to posts with tw o
nation al medi ca l assoc iati ons.
Thomas has been named a
member of th e board of direc
tors and education chairman
of the American Academy of
Facial Plastic and Reconstruc
tive Surgery, Inc. He also
has been appointed to the
American Medical Associa
tion's Committee on the
Young Physician - a new
seven-member committee
that will address the needs of
physicians under age 40.
Thomas is on staff at
Barnes and Jewish hospitals.
Beforejoining the Washin g
ton Un iversity faculty in
1983 , he was clinical ass istant
pro fe ssor of otolaryngologi
cal surgery at the Uni versity
ofMi ssouri Medi cal Center.
He recei ved the doctor o f
med icine degree from the
Uni ve rsity of Mi ssouri
Sc hoo l o f Medi cine in 1972.
Tho mas train ed in surgery at
Ya le Uni ve rs ity and in otol ar
yngo logy at the Un ive rsit y of
Mi ssouri Schoo l of Medicine .

J
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Thomas is a member of
several other organizations
and committees, among them
the American Board of Oto
laryngology, the American
College of Surgeons and the
American Academy of Oto
laryngology-Head and Neck
Surgery.
_
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urton E. Sobel, M.D. ,
professor of medicine
and director of the car
diovascular division at the
School of Medicine , received
the 1984 Distinguished
Achievement Award from the
American Heart Association
(AHA). Sobel is one of six re
cipients of the award, pre
sented last fall during the

B

Burton Sobel, M.D.
AHA's Scientific Sessions in
Miami Beach, Fla.
The Distingui shed Achieve
ment Award recognizes indi
viduals for major contribu
tions while serving on AHA
scientific councils, for adding
s ubstantially to new knowl
edge in the field or to teaching
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and clinical care, or for
leadership in profess ional
organizations.
Sobel, a fellow of the
AHA's Councils on Clinical
Cardiology and Circulation,
is internationally renowned
for his thrombolytic therapy
research . Last year, he pub
lished results of a pilot study
usi ng an experimental chemi
cal called t-PA, ti ss ue plas
minogen activator. In six out
of seven patients, t-PA quickly
and safely stopped a heart
attack in progress by disso lv
ing the blood clot blocking a
coronary artery. The new ther
apy could ultimately save
thousands of Jives each year.
Sobel is director of a Spe
cialized Center of Research
(SCOR) which has received
renewed funding of $9.2 mil
lion for the next five years
from the National Heart,
Lung and Blood In sti tute. The
research , which involves 40
investigators from 12 depart
ments, deals with the heart's
res ponse to ischemic injury
and is designed to identify
new therapeutic approaches
for heart di sease.
Sobel joined Washington
University in 1973 as an asso
ciate professor of medicine
and director of the cardiovas
cular division . He was named
professor in 1975, and has
served as adjunct professor of
chemistry since 1979. He also
serves as chief of cardiology
at Barnes Hos pital.
Sobel received the doctor
of medicine degree magna
cum laude from Harvard Med
ical School. He served an in 
ternship and residencies in
medicine at Peter Bent Brig
ham Hospital, and was an as
sistant in medicine at Harvard
Medical School.
A member of many profes

sional societies, Sobel also
serves on a number of re
search advisory committees
and ed itorial boards. He is
presently editor of Circul£ltion.
He is the recipient of the 1971
National Heart and Lung In
stitute's Career Development
Award, and the 1981 Heart
Research Foundation's Inter
national Award.
Sobel has lectured nation
ally and internationally, and
has written more than 300
articles on his cardiology
research.
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illi am D. Owens,
M. D., ha s been
elected to serve a
four-year term on the board of
directors of the American
Board of Anesthesiology.
Owens is professor and head
of the Department of
Anesthesiology.
The American Board of
Anesthesiology is the certi fy-
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William D. Owens, M .D.

ing bod y for anesthesiologists
in the United States. Only 12
individuals are elected to its
board of directors.
Owens was appointed head
of the anesthesiology depart
ment last January, after serv
ing as acting head of the de
partment for more than two
years. He joined the School
of Medicine faculty in 1973
as an assistant professor of
anesthesiology, and was
named professor in 1981 and
acting head of the department
in 1982.
Owens is anesthesiologist
in-chief at Barnes and Chil
dren's hospitals. He al so
serves as medical director
of respiratory therapy and
co-director of the surgical
intensive care unit at Barnes
Hospital.
He received the doctor
of medicine degree from the
University of Michigan in
1965 , and interned at the
Presby terian Medical Center
in Denver, Colo. Owens
served a residency in the
Department of Anesthesia at
Massachusetts General Hospi
tal in Boston , and a fellow
ship in the Department of
Anaesthesia at Harvard Medi
cal School .
He is a fellow of the
American College of Anes
thesiologists and a member of
numerous other professional
organizations. A principal in
vestigator of various anes
thesia research projects,
Owens has been an invited
lecturer and visiting profes
sor, and has delivered scien
tific presentations at univer
sities and organizations
throughout the United States
and Canada. He is associate
editor of Survey ofAnesthesiol
ogy, and has written more
than 40 journal articles.
•
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Lipid Research Center
researchers seek persons with
high blood pressure for research on a new antihypertensive medicine.
The Lipid Research Center
is part of the Department of
Preventive Medicine at the
university.
Study participants must be
between the ages of 18 and
75, and have no other significant illnesses. Persons already taking medication for
high blood pressure can be
accepted if their private physicians agree to stop medication
for three to four months.
The study lasts about 14
weeks. After an in:tial screening period, participants will
receive a complete physical
examination, electrocardiogram, blood count and blood
cholesterol. Results will be
made available to the participant's private physician.
For more information,
contact the Lipid Research
Center from 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
weekdays, telephone
314-362-3500.

Morton F. Arnsdorf,
M.D., professor of medicine
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and chief of cardiology at
the University of Chicago's
Pritzger School of Medicine,
delivered the first Rudolph
A. Tuteur Lecture. Arnsdorf's
lecture was titled "On the
Nature of Academic Medicine: Its Art, Science and
Business. "
The lectureship is endowed
by family, friends and colleagues of the Tuteur family
in memory of Rudolph A.
Tuteur, to promote under-

standing of problems in caring for the chronically ill. The
elderTuteur suffered from
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. His son, Peter
G. Tuteur, M.D., is associate
professor of medicine at the
School of Medicine and
a staff physician at Barnes
Hospital.
Arnsdorf's research concentrates on the electropharmacologic actions of antiarrhythmic drugs on the cardiac
conduction system. He also
helped study his academic
health center's relationship to
the community while a member of the Patient Affairs
Committee, and served as
chairman of his school's Marketing, Referral and Information Task Force.
Arnsdorf recei ved the
bachelor of arts degree from
Harvard University and the
doctor of medicine degree
from Columbia University.
He completed postgraduate
training at the University
of Chicago Hospitals and
Clinics and at ColumbiaPresbyterian Medical Center.
He is a member of many
medical societies, serves on
the editorial board of professional journals and is author
of more than 40 articles and
book chapters.

C. Ronald Kahn, M.D.,
noted diabetes researcher, recently delivered the 12th annual Carl Y. Moore Memorial
Lecture. Kahn is professor of
medicine at Harvard Medical
School and research director
of the Joslin Diabetes Center
in Boston. Title of the lecture
was 'The Insulin Receptor as
an Insulin Sensitive Enzyme:
Biochemical Implications."
The Moore Lecture is sponsored each year by the Depart-

ment of Medicine at Washington University in honor of
the late Carl Y. Moore, M.D.
Moore was Busch Professor
and head of the Department
of Medicine, first vice chancellor for medical affairs
at the School of Medicine,
and president of the medical
center. He died in 1972.
Kahn investigates insulin
receptors and insulin action,
insulin-like growth factors,
diabetes mellitus, hypoglycemia, and immunity and
autoimmunity in endocrine
disorders.
A faculty member at Harvard Medical School since
1981, he is chief of the Division of Diabetes and Metabolism at Brigham and Women's
Hospital and a staff physician
at the New England Deaconess Hospital. Kahn also was
on the faculty at the University of Health Sciences in
Bethesda, Md., and George
Washington University, and
was chief of the Diabetes
Branch Section on Cellular
and Molecular Physiology at
the National Institute of Arthritis, Metabolism and Digestive Diseases.
He earned the doctor of
medicine degree from the
University of Louisville, and
completed an internship and
residency in medicine at
Barnes Hospital. He also
trained with the Clinical Endocrinology Branch of the
National Institute of Arthritis,
Metabolism and Digestive
Diseases.
Kahn serves on committees
for many national organizations, including the National
Diabetes Board, the American Diabetes Association and
the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation. Among his honors are
awards for his research from

the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation, the American Diabetes
Association and the American
Federation for Clinical
Research.
Kahn has written more than
140 reports on his research,
as well as over 65 reviews,
chapters and editorials. He is
frequently invited to lecture
nationally and internationally
on his research.

Sol Sherry, M.D., dean
and distinguished professor
of medicine at Temple Univer
sity School of Medicine in
New York City, delivered the
second annual Edward Massie
Lecture in Cardiovascular
Disease. Sherry, former professor and co-chairman of the
Department of Medicine at
Washington University
School of Medicine, discussed "Washington Univer
sity and the Development of
Thrombolytic Therapy." The
lecture is sponsored by the
division of cardiology to
honor Edward Massie, M.D.,
professor emeritus of clinical
medicine at Washington
University.
Sherry is considered a
pioneer in understanding the
thrombolytic system and its
use in patients. He was responsible for the first exten
sive purification of tissue
plasminogen activator. As
early as 1950, Sherry studied
streptokinase, an enzyme extracted from streptococcus
bacteria that is now the most
widely used clot-dissolving
agent. He was instrumental
in proving that streptokinase
can be effective in opening
blocked blood vessels in
humans.
Sherry was a faculty
member at Washington Uni
versity School of Medicine
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from 1954 until 1967, when
he became chairman and pro
fessor of the Department of
Internal Medicine at Temple
University. He ha s also served
as director and director emer
itu s of the Specialized Center
for Thrombosis Research at
Temple University. Earlier in
his career, Sherry served on
the faculty at New York Uni
versity School of Medicine
and at the University of Cin
cinnati College of Medicine.
He is currently phy sician 
in-chief at Temple University
Hospital and consultant in
medicine at Germantown
Hospital. While in SI. Louis,
he was on staff at Jewi sh Hos
pital, where he was direc tor
of the Division of Medical
Services, and at Barnes
Hospital.
Dorothy T. Krieger,
M.D., D.Se., profes sor of
medicine and director of the
divi sion of endocrinology at
Mount Sin ai Medical Center
in New York, delivered the
ninth annual Mildred Trotter
Lecture.
The Medical Alumni Asso
ciation has honored Mildred
Trotter by endowing a lec 
tureship in her name. Trotter,
professor emerita and lecturer
in anatomy since 1967, is the
Arst female faculty member to
be recognized in thi s way. In
recognition of Trotter 's deep
concern for the role of
women in academic life , the
lectureship is being used to
bring a distingui shed female
scientist to the University
every year.
Combining clinical res pon
sibilities and laboratory inves
tigation, Krieger has devel
oped special expertise in the
treatment of Cu shing's dis
ease. She researched hypo
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thai am ic-pi tu itary-adrenal
relationships, studying the
factors inAuencing the circa
dian periodicity of adrenocor
ticotropIc hormone (ACTH)
and cortico steroids. Her work
expanded to include the study
of other brain peptides, such
as beta-lipotropin and beta
endorphin which, along with
ACTH, deri ve from a com
mon precursor molecule .
Brain peptides occur in ti s
sues other than the brain as
well as in unicellular organ
isms. Their rol e as neuro
tran smitters or neuromodula
tors and their evolutionary
origin and signi Acance has
been recently discussed by
Krieger in a Science review,
"Brain Peptides: What,
Where, and Why?".
Krieger has writte n numer
ous sci entiAc papers and
edited several book s. Her
book, Cushing 's Syndrome,
was publi shed in 1982. To
gether with M.J. Brownstein
and J .B. Martin, she was
coeditor of Brain Peptides ,
publi shed in 1983.
Krieger received the M.D.
from Columbia University
College of Physicians and
Surgeons after graduating
summa cum laude from Bar
nard College. She serves on
the National Advi sory Coun
cil on Aging (NIH), was
named to the Society for Ex
perimental Biology and Medi
cine and is a Fellow of the
New York Academy of Sci
ences. She has been active in
a number of nati onal and in
ternational committees and
has served on the editorial
board s of a number of jour
nals. Krieger is a Fellow of
the American Board of fnt er
nal Medicine.

Steven J. Rose, Ph.D.,
director of the Program in
Phy sica l Therapy, has been
appointed to a special co m
mission of the American
Physical Therapy Association
(APTA).
Rose will serve on the
APTA President 's Commis
sion on University Relations,
which was formed to promote
physical therapy training in
higher education. Members
of the commission identify
ways the association can im
prove communication with
universities, assist in develop
ing master 's degree programs
in phy sical therapy, and con
sider ways to strengthen phy s
ical therapy as a di scipline
within the allied health care
Aeld.
Under Rose 's direction ,
Wa shington University has
established a model program
that allows practicing phy s
ica l therapi sts to pursue
master's degrees by combin
ing clinical prac ti ce with
research.
Rose also serves as co
director of the Department of
Phy ~ ical Therapy at the Irene
Walter Johnson Rehabilitation
Institute.

weg announced the award
winners. The prizes, and the
reci pi ents, are:
The George F Gill Prize in
Anatomy, and The Kehar S.
Chouke Prize in Anatomy,

awarded to Robert O .
Heuckeroth, Peter J. Kliewer,
and Robert J. Optican .
The Edmund V Cowdry Prize
in Histology, awarded to Jesse

S. Little, Jr.
The Dr. James L. O'Leary
Neuroscience Prize, awarded

to Robert M. Forstol.
The Carl F and Gerty T Cori
Prizes in Biochemistry,

awarded to Roger C. Inhorn .
The Antoinette Frances
Dames Prize in Physiology and
Biophysics, awarded to Grant

W. Rogero and Edwin K.
Silverman.
The HowardA. McCordock
Book Prize in Pathology,
awarded to Nancy L. Bartlett.
The Dr. Margaret G. Smith
Award, given to Judith L.

Zier.
The Medical Center Alumni
Scholarship Fund Prize,

awarded to Anthony C.
Pearlstone and Regina M.
Resta.

Infofair '84, an overview
of databases, computer hard
ware and in formation net
works at the medical center,
was sponsored by the medica l
library rece ntly. The fnfofair,
the Arst of annually-planned
events, included demonstra
tions and mini-semin ars, plus
exhibits by software and hard
ware vendors.

The Academic Achievement
Award, given to Patri ck B.

And the Winners Are . ..
The annual awards lun
cheon for Arst- , seco nd-, and
third -year classes in 1983-84
was held recently. Dean Her

The Dr. Robert Carter Medi
cal School Prizes, awarded to
Peter L. Smith , Steven M.

Sandiford .
Qliver H. Lowry Prize in
Pharmacology, awarded to

Mi c hael Apkon.
The Richard S. Brooking
Medical School Prizes ,

awarded to Dwight A. Towler,
Charalabos S. Chrysikopou
los, and Di ane R. Levisohn.

Cohn , and Sharon E. Coplen.
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he Florence Nightingale
Pledge, recited at the
capping ceremony for
nurses, says in part:
" ... With loyalty will r en
deavor to aid the physician in
his work .... " Graduates of
the School of Nurs ing when
it was a part of the university
have held true to their pledge.
A gift of $35,000 - the funds
remaining in the nursing
school's alumni association
treasury, plus a generous do
nation by Miss Hazel Duncan
to round up the sum to that
figure - has establ ished a
research fund. This endow
ment, named the Washington
University School of Nursing
Alumni Association Research
Fund, supports clinical re
search projects selected by
the medical school.
But the decision to donate
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these funds was not made
lightly. A seven-member com
mittee, chaired by Ella Mae
Hott Magness, sent more than
1,300 ballots to nursing alum
nae, asking their opinions on
the disposition of this money.
Of the 789 who responded,
an overwhelming majority
chose to donate the funds
to the School of Medicine,
establishing an endowed
fund named for the alumni
association.
Originally established in
the early 1920s , the School
of Nursi ng Alumni Associa
tion was set up to endow a
bed for nurses at Barnes Hos
pital, says Josephine Glen
dinning Heys, '22. "We
scraped together whatever
we could from luncheons,
bake sales - you name it,
we did it," remembers Heys .

" But it wasn't enough money.
So we asked alumnae for
donations . "
Over the years, the money
lay dormant. It wasn't until
the 50th reunion of the class
of '25 that anyone seemed
interested in tracking down
the whereabouts of the money
and deciding on its disposi
tion. Evelyn Peuser Aivazian,
'25, now residing in Hanford,
Calif., gave Heys an ultima
tum: " I expect you to have
done something with that en
dowment fund by the time I
come back for my 60th class
reunion [in 1985)."
Heys accepted the chal
lenge, and in the summer of
1984, met with Magness,
Duncan, and fellow alumnae
Theda Guzman, Ella Brase
Lange , Virginia Kleissle Mac
nish, and Mildred Pemberton.

They, along with Jack Siefkas
(director of medical alumni
and development programs)
and Chris Owens (director of
medical alumni programs),
decided to poll alumnae about
their wishes concerning the
disposition of these monies.
The rest, as they say, is
history.
"Endowment funds for re
search are crucial to our
work," remarks M. Kenton
King , M.D., Dean of the
School or Medicine. "They
provide flexibility to pursue
new ideas, and they support
bright young scientists who
want to develop careers in
medical research. We appre
ciate the generous spirit of all
nursing a lumnae who made
this endowment gift possible." .

From left: Josephine G.
Heys, Ella M. Magness, and
Hazel B. Duncall, members
ofa seven-member commit
tee to establish the School of
Nursing Alumni Association
Research Fund.

Medical Center Alumni
Association
Box 8049
660 S. Euclid
St. Louis, M0631JO

David T. Hammond, M.D. '60
Presidellt
Jack Siefkas, Director
Med ical Alumni and Development
Programs
Chris Owens, Director
Medical Alumni Programs
Ruth Moenster
Secrelwy
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RIC A DAAC
Stemming the Tide ofDisease

I

t is March 1978. Two physicians drive
through Forest Park on their way to
work at Barnes Hospital in SI. Louis .
Amid the rush-hour traffic, they spot a
jogger who collapses. Both race to ad
minister cardiopulmonary resuscitation .
The jogger revives, and he is so grateful
for CPR's "miracle" that he later becomes
an active proponent of the technique.
One of the Good Samaritans is Gerald
T. Perkoff, M.D. '48, now at the Univer
sity of Missouri (Columbia). The other is

BY LORNA WILLIAMS
Richard D. Aach, M.D. '59 . Why did
Aach go to the jogger's aid - in our liti
gious society, wasn't he afraid of a mal
practice suit? "That thought never entered
my mind," he says. "I just saw a person
who needed help, and frankly, as a physi
cian, I fclt compelled to respond."
Richard Aach has always approached
his profession with a sense of purpose. In
1961 , after the SI. Louis native completed

Richard Aach, M.D. '59, has curtailed his research in favor ofclinical, teaching,
administrative duties at Sinai Hospital in Baltimore.
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his residency, he entered the Epidemic
Intelligence Service at the Centers for
Disease Control (CDC) in Atlanta. Ex
plains Aach: "I was fascinated by the idea
that if an epidemic occurred, I could in
vestigate the problem and apply epidemi
ologic techniques to determine how it is
spread and how it could be controlled. I
also saw that by doing that , you could
reach and care for the medical needs of
large numbers of people , as opposed to a
private practice where one is in contact
with fewer people."
The years at CDC proved pivotal.
Assigned to the hepatitis unit of the sur
veillance branch, Aach traveled the coun
try investigating outbreaks of hepatitis. In
August 1961, a two-week stay among the
Tlingit Indians of Alaska , in the remote
fishing village of Hoonah, focused his at
tention on hepatitis: "Hepatitis occurs
naturally there, and I was living with the
disease rather than just seeing sporadic
cases in a hospital."
It wasn't until later that Baruch Blum
berg, M.D., then at the Institute of Cancer
Research in Philadelphia, discovered the
Australia antigen, which would become
the missing link in the epidemiologic
characterization of one of the two known
forms of hepatitis. Until 1968, when
Blumberg and Alfred M. Prince, M.D., of
the New York Blood Center identified the
antigen's link with serum hepatitis, as it
was then called, the disease could only
be diagnosed by clinical impression and
general laboratory tests . Once the Austra
lia antigen was identified, it became pos
sible to make a specific serologic diag
nosis of hepatitis B.
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In 1964. Aach returned to Washington
University as chief resident in medicine
after a two-year stint at CDC and a year
as a fellow in liver diseases at Yale Univer
sity. Later, in collaboration with Charles
W. Parker, M. D., now professor of medi
cine and microbiology and immunology,
and Joseph W. Grisham. M.D., he pub
lished a number of studies on the im
munologic aspects of liver disease.
In 1970. they developed a radioimmu
noassay te~t. one of the first sensitive
techniques for screening carriers of
hepatitis B, To test for the disease, they
used radioactive isotopes to label anti
body against purified Australia antigen.
They added this to serum samples to be
screened. and u~ed a gamma counter to
detect any Australia antigen in the
antigen-antibody reactions.
"At the time," he observes. "a test for
Australia antigen was a major contribu
tion because it added to the pool of infor
mation about hepatitis. its manner of
spread. its complications, and its preven
tion. But it was not unique. A number of
tests have come along subsequently that
are just as good, if not better. However,
at the time, it was extremely exciting."
Excitement is a word that constantly
punctuates Aach 's speech. As he de
scribes momentous events in his career,
or recounts the major hreakthroughs in
his field, the enthusiasm with which he
speaks approximates his experience.
He focused most of his research on
post-transfusion hepatitis , because in the
United States, blood transfusions were
(and still are) the most common means or
transmitting viral hepatitis. During the
'70s. with funding from the National In
stitutes of Health, he headcd a research
team in St. Louis ~ one of five nation
wide that comprised the Transfusion
Transmitted Viruses Study Group. From
1974 to 1979. the team studied approxi
mately 1,500 patients (about 10 percent
of whom had hepatitis) before and after
they received transfusions. And in look
ing at a cross section of the United States.
a massive amount of information was
compiled: the rate of hepatitis, its manner
of transmission. clinical patterns, and pre

vention. As the only study to compare
rates of hepatitis among patients who
were transfused with the rate among a
nontransfused control group, the project
amassed data that had not been gathered
before.
Aach likens this period of intellectual
ferment to the cxplosiveness of polio re
search in the '50s and early '60s. "It was
a marvelous era of being able to recog
nize, first, hepatitis B and then hepatitis
A," he reminisces. "So we've gone from
the late '60s when we could epidemiologi
cally characterize hepatitis and diagnose
it only by impression, to the present,
when we have substantially improved
diagnostic tests. By using better immuno
logical techniques , for example, we have
developed good tests for hepatitis A and
B. We have also developed better vac
cines for hepatitis B, and on the horizon
are ncwer vaccines that will be synthe
sized by molecular hybridization. or even
synthetic vaccines which are made right
in the test tube. Now. a few trials are un
derway for a hepatitis A vaccine. So, it
has really heen a very exciting decade."
It was also a time of frustration. As fre
quently happens in research, finding one
set of answers raised new questiolls. As
a result of their work on transfusion
associated hepatitis, in 1974 researchers
discovered another form of the disease.
"Non-A. non-B hepatitis," Aach con
cedes, "is a source of frustration to clini
cians and researchers because at this
point, we cannot identify the agent or
agents responsible for it.
"Non-A, non-B hepatitis accounts for
about 90 percent of posHransfusion
hepatitis. About 250,000 new cases of
hepatitis occur in the U.S. each year as
a result. It is now being intensely inves
tigated , but after 10 years, it is still a diag
nosili of exclusion. Consequently, we have
no means of preventing its occurrence
from blood transfusions, for example."
Recent work by researchers in the U.S.
and Sweden has been cited as evidence
that an unusual type of virus (a retrovirus)
may be thc culprit behind non-A , non-B
hepatitis. If followup work confirms these
preliminitry findings, then a specific

screening test ~ and a vaccine ~ may
be developed. Eventually, transfusion
associated hepatitis may be cited only as
an entry in the history of medicine.
However, Aach 's research has been set
aside to allow time for other interests.
Since 1980, he has been physician-in
chief and head of the department of med i
cine at Sinai Hospital in Baltimore, and
professor of medicine at The Johns Hop
kins University. Thus, at the moment , he
is primarily involved in program develop
ment. During his tenure. the number of
applicants to the program has quadrupled,
and the academic staff has grown
substantially.
Yet someone who has been at the fore
front of research in his field for a decade
does not easily relinquish his scholarly
pursuits. Aach still attends national and
international meetings , where rye is often
invited to lecture on hepatitis. But, as he
says in a somewhat wistful tone: 'Tm not
as actively involved in research as I would
like to be. Because of various priorities,
that was the one that temporarily had to
give way."
The journals' loss is his students ' gain,
because Aach (named Teacher of the Year
in J974 at Washington University School
of Medicine) also loves to teach. "It really
is very rewarding to see students stimu
lated in the same fashion that J was by the
people who were so instrumental in my
career," Aach states. "I think one of the
most important missions a clinical scholar
can be involved in is that of passing infor
mation on to a new generation of people
who, hopefully, will perpetuate our
knowledge and our approach to problems
and diseases, and not necessarily the an
swers, but at least: the interest is finding
the answers. I have been given the unique
opportunity to do what I could as a physi
cian, academician and clinician, to the
best of my ability, without any limita
tions. J would like to see the same kind of
environment supported to ensure that
medical knowledge continues to advance
at a rapid pace and that future generations
receive the very best health care."

Lorna Williams is u 51. Louis-bused ji-ee/al1ce
wri/e/:
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Beckett Howorth, M.D.
'25, wrote to say that he es pe
cially enjoyed an article in the
last issue of Outlook, "Rare
Books and Archives: Uncarth
ing theTreasure." Howorth,
a resident of Jack son (MS),
has contributed many of his
personal papers to the W. U.
archives.
Howorth and hi s wife have
provided for a cha ir in ortho
pedics at U. of Mi ss issippi
Medical Center. He writes
that the hospital is producing
a room in hi s honor, completc
with memorabilia from his
years of practice .
I

C. Barber Mueller,
M.D. '42, received the Dis
tingui shed Service Award
from the American College of
Surgeons. Mueller is profes
sor emerilLls of surgery at
McMaster University in
Hamilton, Ontario.
Mueller completed intern
ship and residency at Barnes
Hospital. After a fellowship
in biochemistry at Harvard,
he returned to W. U. as a fel
low in surgery. His work here
included five years as faculty
member in the Department
of Surgery.
From 1956-67, he was pro
lessor of surgery and depart
ment chairman at Upstate
Medical Center, SUNY (Syra
cuse). At McMaster, he
served as professor of surgery
and department chairman for
five years.
Mueller is a Fellow of
thc Royal College of Sur-

geons (C), a member of the
American Board of Surgery,
the American Surgical Asso
ciation, the Association of
American Medical Colleges,
and several Canadian profes
sionalorganizations.
Virgil Loeb, Jr., M.D.
'44, has received the First
Annual Wendell G. Scott,
M.D. Memorial Award from
the Missouri division of the
American Cancer Society.
Currently, Loeb practices
hematology/oncology in St.
Louis and is president of the
Missouri division of the ACS.
He chairs the medical and sci
entilic committee for the
ACS's national b(xlrd.

'50
Walter A. German, M.D.
'51, will be installed as presi
dent of the Missouri State
Medical As soc iation in April.
The MSMA enrolls nearly
7,000 physicians in Missouri.
German is an ob/gy n from
Springfield (MO). After earn
ing an A.B. and M.D. from
Washington U. , he completed
an intern ship at Jackson
Memorial Hospital and resi
dency at Grady Memorial
Hospital. He has held office
and se rved on committees
with the MSMA and the
Greene County Medical Soci
ety. German has served as
president of the Missouri
OB-GYN Society and the
Springfield OB-GYN Society.
Currently, he is president of
the Springfield Clinic Corp.
Richard M. Krause,
M.D. '52, assumed the posi
tion of Dean, Emory Univer
si ty School of Medicine, in
July 1984. He was al so
named Robert W Woodruff
Professor of Medicine.

Krau se came to Emory
after nin e years as director of
the National Institute of Al
lergy and Infectious Disease
at NIH. There, he reorganized
research in microbiology and
immunology and developed
new programs in asthma and
other allergic di seases , sexu
ally tran smitted diseases, and
tropical medicine . Previously,
he had been at Rockefeller
University. From 1962 to
1966, he ",as on the faculty of
W. U. School of Medicine,
serving as professor of epide
miology and medicine.
Krause was a mcmber of
the house staff at Barnes Hos
pital . He was part of a re
search team that received the
Lasker Award in 1954 for
their work on the relationship
between streptococcal sore
throat and rheumatic fever.

Richard M. Krause, M.D.

While at Rockefeller
University, his work in im
munology laid the foundation
for present-day work on the
immunochemistry of strep
tococcal group-specific
pol ysaccharides.
A chapter from hi s book,
The Restless Tide: The Persistent
Challenge ofthe Microbial
World, was reprinted in the
1984 issue of Medicine at
EmOlY. In it, he describes the

effects of our "age of dimin-

ishing expectations" on the
curiosity in the minds of those
students of medicine current
ly being educated. In particu
lar, he notes that there is a
pre~sure to reduce our current
investment in research, a vital
part of any medical education.
Irving Kushner, M.D.
'54, is editor of Understanding
Arthritis, a new book written
by the medical staff of the
Arthriti s Foundation. The
book , published by Charles
Scribner's Sons (New York),
describes various treatments
for several fonllS of arthritis.
It also evaluates controversial
treatments , such as DMSO,
and includes information on
preventive measures and diet.
It gu ide s the arthritis sufferer
toward helpful community
se rvices and advises on bow
to get di sa bility benefits.
Kushner is professor of
medicine at Casc Western Re
serve University in Clevc\and
and director of rheumatology
at Cleveland Metropolitan
General / Highland View Hos
pital. He is also associate
director of the hospital's
Department of Medicine.
A long-time member of the
American Rheumatism Asso
ciation, he served as regional
president. Member of several
committees of the Arthritis
Foundation. he chaired its re
view panel for medical and
scientific publications.
S. Michael Freiman,
M.D. '55, clinical associate
professor of obstctrics and
gynecology, recently went on
a 13-day trip through Ch ina,
accompanied by Professor
Stanley Spector, dircctor of
Stix International House.
Nanjing (SI. Louis' sister
city), Beijing, and Shanghai
were part of the itinerary.
Freiman reports that China is
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in a process of change, with
the political, economic and
medical care systems in a
process of westernization.
Acupuncture and traditional
medical treatments are being
replaced by the medical sys
tems and tech nology or the
West.
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Robert H. Waldman,
M.D. '63, is professor and
chairman of the Department
o f Medicine at West Virginia
University. He writes in re
sponse to Morton Smith's edi
torial describing the limited
usefulness of the MCATand
similar tests: "The MCAT ...
may have a negative impact
on our succes.ifid students ....
We have set up an educational
system which consists or a
pathway interrupted (some
might say ass isted) by a series
of hurdles . Some of these hur
dles are small (courses with
their final exams), and some
are big (passage of board
exams). This relatively short
period of very intense, goal
oriented labor is followed
fairly soon by a result, suc
cessful or not. ... So what
happens at the end of [medi
cal training], with its pro
longation of adolescence and
ingrained habit s? If the
trained and certified physi
cian enters academic medi
cine , the habits are continued
with the ritual of NIH grant
application .... [For] phy si
cians who enter pri vate prac
tice, [the habit] may result in
a problem practition er left
with no remaining medical
goals .... This results in the
search for other types of im
mediate gratification - fancy
cars, bigger house s .... Is

our testing system contribut
ing to the level of greed ex
hibited by somc physicians?"
Robert G. Scheibe, M.D.
'64, has been elected presi
dent and chief of the medical
staff at Mi ssouri Baptist Hos
pital (St. Loui s). A member
of the hos pital staff since
1973, he practi ces urology.
Jeannie Jones Kinzie,
M.D. '65, has been named
director of the di vi sion of
radiation oncology in the De
partment of Radiology at the
University of Colorado, effec
tive July I, 1985 . The subject
of an article in the Winter
1984 Outlook, Kinzie writes
that she is pleased to be going
back to her native home in
the Rocky Mountain s.
Phillip O. Periman, M.D.
'65, is medical director or
the Harrington Cancer Cen
ter in Amarillo (TX) . A
hematologist/oncologist, the
Amarillo native recently
wrote an editorial describing
progres s in cancer researc h.
It was published in the
Amarillo "News Globe."

ref.;,
Steven A. Meador, M.D.
'81, has been appointed in
structor in the Departme nt of
Medicine , divi sion of eme r
gency medicine , at Hershey
Medical Ce nter (PA). Previ
ously, Meador se rved on staff
at The Hut 7.e l Hospital in
Detroit. In 1983, he was a
medical team member with
the Detroit Grand Prix II. He
also served a summer ex
ternship with the USPHS and
performed research in pediat
ric oncology at NC1 .
A native of Washing ton ,
D.C., Meador served hi s re si
dency in emergency medi cine
at Wayne State University/
Detroit Receiving Hospital.

70s
Christopher F. Blodi,
M.D. '79, has been named
assistant professor of ophthal
mology at the Bascom Palmer
Eye Institute at the Uni versity
of Miami (FL). Blodi special
izes in retina-vitreous sur
gery. Formerly, Blodi was in
the Department of Ophthal 
mology at the Univcrsity
of Iowa.
C. Leon Partain, M.D.!
Ph.D. '75, has been pro
moted to Professor, Depart
ment of Radiology and Radio
logical Sciences, at Vanderbilt
University.

StevenA. Meador, M.D.

Ronald N. Barbie, FHS at
Barnes (1971-72), assisted
Willi am C. DeVries in the
impl antation of William
Schroeder's arti ficial heart.
The operation took place at
th e Humana Hospital (Audu
bo n) in Lo ui sv ille (KY) in
Nove mber 1984 . Currently,
Barbi e is in private practice

with Allan M. Lansing , per
forming cardiovascular and
thoracic surgery.
Barbie is board-certified in
surgery and thoracic surgery.
Formerly, he was chief of gen
eral and thoracic surgery at
the U.S. Army Hospital at
Fort Polk (LA). He received
theA.B. from the University
of Missouri (Columbia) and
the M.D. from Tulane.
Donald K. Chung, FHS,
a cardiologist and internist
prac ti c in g in Long Beach
(CA), rece ntly made his first
trip back to hi s homeland of
North Korea since he left over
30 years ago. After serving
for three years with the ROK
Army, he attended premedical
sc hool in Seoul. He COI11
pleted his medical training,
intern ship and residency at
Washington U.
Chung and his sisters were
reunited on his recent visit,
and he accepted an invitation
to lecture in China. Chung's
visit was an extremely rare
privilege granted to any
Am eri ca n, even one who
is North Kore an by birth.
Robert R. Goodin, FHS
at Barnes Hospital ( 1964-66),
is director of cardiology at
HUIll i:l na Hospital Audubon in
Loui sv ille (KY).
Thomas D. Miale, FHS ,
has bee n appo inted to the
Department of Pediatrics at
Southern Illinois University
(Springfield). Formerly,
Mial e was in the Department
of Pediatrics at th e University
ofIllinois Coll ege of Medi 
cine (Chicago).
Carol F. Williams, FHS at
Barnes Hospi tal ( 195 7-60), is
the first woman to be elected
pre sident of the SI. Loui s
Metropolitan Medical Soc ie
ty. Her father, the late Dani el
William s, was once president
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of the medical society in
Chattanooga (TN). Currently
president-clect, she will as
sume leadership of the 2 ,700
membe r society in 1986.
Williams, born and reared
in C hattanooga, received he r
und ergradu ate and medical
ed ucati o n at the University
of Tennessee. After fin is hing
residency in o bstetric s and
gy necology, she completed an
advanced c lini ca l fell owship
from the American Cancer
Society, Chief of ob/gy n
at St. Luke's-East Hospital
in St. Lo ui s from 1968-75,
she is cu rren tl y in private
practice.

Norma J, Long has bcen
ap poin ted the first dean of the
School o f Nursing at Mem 
phis State Un(versity. Lo ng
was formerly professor of
nu rs ing and assoc iate dea n of
undergraduate studi es at the
Uni ve rsity o f Mississippi
School of Nursi ng.
A native of Arkan sas, Lo ng
ho ld s the bache lor's degree in
nursing from the Univers ity
of Arkan sas and a master 's
degree in nursing from Wash
in gton U. She earned a docto
rate in nursi ng scie nce from
Catho li c U. Before jo ining
U, M iss. in 19R2, Long hel d
severa l academic positions at
the U, of Tennessee College
of Nurs ing fr o m 1967-8 1.
Pri or to leaving UT, she was
assoc iate dean and directo r of
academic affairs at the Col
lege of Nursing. She also
taught at the U. of Arkan sas
and Was hin gton U.
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Dear Alumni:
ast May, you presented
me with a g ift certifi
cate to 'The G alapagos
via Alumni Flights Abroad,"
Not only was J surprised, but
I was a lso most pl eased, (l
sho uldn 't have been sur
prised, because I know yo u
do wonderful things.) The trip
(Nov. 28 - Dec. 9) was g reat
in every way!

Alumni Flights Abroad,
a rather new tour agency, took
perfect care of my travel
needs , in a ge nerous and con
sidera te way, Our g uide, Miss
Bea tri z Di az, was a lways ex
tending her hand to me o n the
rough climbs.
The Galapagos Island s
rea ll y can't be understood
without experiencing them.
Walking up the sides of eac h
of II volcanoes, over la rge ,
s harp-edged hunks of lava,
was ex tremely difficult but
well worth the effort.
I was able to stroke a tor
to ise's neck and realize that
he (if the tail was long) o r she

Mildred Trotter, Ph.D .
I needed to find someone
to go with me and was lucky
that a former student volun
tee red. As her teac her in
gross ana tomy, I used to te ll
her what to do , Now as a
trustee of the Univers ity, she
tell s me what to do! Her name
is Gladys Watkins Levis. She
lives in Alto n and was a grea t
travelling partner.

( if th e tail was short) liked it.
Finches .I ooked like a ny of
the is land 's 13 species, until
a second look thro ug h binoc u
lars showed the bill to better
advantage and con firm ed Dar
win's supe ri o rit y as a natural
ist. The magnificent frigate
bird was a lway s beautiful in
confi g urati o n and moveme nt ,
a nd the ou tl andishl y striking

co nduct of courting ma les
showed the bright red co lor
of the ir e no rmo usly puffed
out throa ts. Th e poo r unde r
sized pe ng uin s seemed to
wish for a more southern
c lime, and the fli g htless cor
mo ran t waved hi s puny wings
but was ne ve r able to ge t into
the air. Marine ig uan as had a
faSCinating ugliness, and I
reme mbered to give a wide
berth when pass in g th em
a long the shore.
After bussing through the
Andes, we spent the las t three
days in Quito (a ltitude 9,000
feet and over) and the sur
rounding countryside. Our
headq uarters was a wclilaid
Ollt , large hacie nd a from
which we went to visit mar
kets , A large anim a l market
with cows. sheep. goats , pigs
and c hicke ns was much fun
fo r Gladys and me because
both of us have first-hand ex
perience on a farm. A very
large marke t displayed hand
made sweaters, blankets,
belt s, etc., from sheep's
wool. And a number of shops
had paintings, wood sculp
tures and jewelry. Indian s, all
derived from ancie nt Incas ,
were everywhere although
un o btrusive.
The entire jo urney was
more fun and mo re interestin g
than I could have d rea med.
And I do dream! I very much
appreciate this unex pected
a nd ge nerou s gift.
Many thanks and with love,
Mildred Trottel: PhD.
Professor Emerita 1111£1 Lecturer
Deportmellt olAn%my lind
Neurobiology
Ed. note: On Q recent trip to
Africa, Mildred Troller .I'£!llered
a stroke. This Idler I\'C/.I' Ivrilll'll
by her be,/ilre she left.
•

...,
The East Building, purchased several years ago by the university, has recently under
gone complete renovation. It now houses an MRI (magnetic resonance imaging)
facility containing a 20 kilogauss magnet, as well as afilm library, computer installa
tion and other components ofthe Department ofRadiology. Other facilities in the
East Building include the Program in Physical Therapy, the medical and dental
bookstore, and several office suites.
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"When Fear Strikes," page 12, describes a study per
formed at the School ofMedicine on adults with a history
ofpalfic disorder. This is a PET scan ofthe brain ofa
suffererfrom anxiety attacks, obtained after researchers
infused a radioactive solution of lactate (known to precipi
tate panic attacks in susceptible persons). The image
shows marked difference in bloodflow between the right
and left sides ofthe brain.
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